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::::::  
:::::: 
 
General Assembly Adopts Resolution on Protecting Palestinian Civilians Following 
Rejection of United States Amendment to Condemn Hamas Rocket Fire 
13 June 2018  
GA/12028 
In an emergency meeting, the General Assembly today adopted a resolution deploring the use 
of excessive, disproportionate and indiscriminate force by Israeli forces against Palestinian 
civilians in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and particularly the 
Gaza Strip. 
 
By the text titled “Protection of the Palestinian civilian population” — adopted by a vote of 120 
in favour to 8 against with 45 abstentions — the Assembly demanded that Israel refrain from 
such actions and fully abide by its legal obligations under the Fourth Geneva Convention 
relating to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949. 
 
It also deplored the firing of rockets from the Gaza Strip into Israeli civilian areas — and any 
actions that could endanger civilian lives — and called for urgent steps to ensure an immediate, 
durable and fully respected ceasefire, as well as for the exercise of maximum restraint by all 
parties.  It requested the Secretary-General to submit a report in no later than 60 days, 
outlining proposals on ways and means for ensuring the safety of Palestinian civilians, including 
on an international protection mechanism. 
 
The resolution was adopted following the Assembly’s rejection of a United States-sponsored 
amendment — by a vote of 78 against to 59 in favour, with 26 abstentions — which would have 
condemned Hamas for repeatedly firing rockets into Israel and inciting violence along the 
boundary fence.  It would have demanded that Hamas cease all violent activity and expressed 
grave concern over the destruction of the Kerem Shalom crossing by actors in Gaza… 
 
::::::  
:::::: 
 
Yemen 
 
Joint INGO Statement in the Event of an Escalation on Hodeidah 
14th Jun 2018     
International aid groups working in Yemen today expressed outrage at the loss of human life 
that has resulted from a military assault on Hodeidah city and its port and accused the attackers 
of a total disregard for human suffering. The consequences of this attack will be nothing but 
catastrophic for the people of Hodeidah, as well as for the rest of the population across the 
country who rely on Hodeidah’s port for food, fuel and commercial goods, including life-saving 
supplies of medicines. Two-thirds of Yemen’s population are directly served by the port. 
 
The current military intervention in Hodeidah is leaving hundreds of thousands of women, men 
and children stranded without any support or access to humanitarian aid. We are extremely 
worried about not being able to reach people in need as the warring parties advance, leaving 
civilians caught in the middle. We reiterate in the strongest possible terms that there is no 
military solution to this conflict. The only solution is to return to a viable peace process. 
 

https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/ga12028.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/ga12028.doc.htm
https://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases/joint-ingo-statement-in-the-event-of-an-escalation-on-hodeidah-1
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We also call on the international community to exert pressure on the warring parties to 
immediately halt the violence and return to meaningful dialogue. 
Signatories: 
CARE International 
International Rescue Committee  
Mercy Corps 
Danish Refugee Council 
Oxfam 
International Training and Development Center 
Global Communities 
Save the Children 
ZOA 
Norwegian Refugee Council 
SAFERWORLD 
ACTED 
Relief International 
ADRA: Adventist Development and Relief Agency International 
Action Against Hunger 
Medecins Du Monde 
INTERSOS 
 
::::::  
:::::: 
 
Migrant Smuggling 
 
At least 2.5 million migrants smuggled worldwide in 2016, says UNODC study 
Press Release  
Vienna, 13 June 2018 - At least 2.5 million migrants were smuggled in 2016, according to the 
first Global Study on Smuggling of Migrants released by the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime (UNODC) today. Migrant smuggling occurred in all regions of the world and generated an 
income for smugglers of up to US$7 billion, equivalent to what the United States or the 
European Union countries spent on global humanitarian aid in 2016. 
 
The study describes 30 major smuggling routes worldwide and finds that demand for smuggling 
services is particularly high among refugees who, for lack of other means, may need to use 
smugglers to reach a safe destination fleeing their origin countries. Data suggests that many 
smuggling flows include unaccompanied or separated children, who might be particularly 
vulnerable to deception and abuse by smugglers and others. In 2016, nearly 34,000 
unaccompanied and separated children arrived in Europe (in Greece, Italy, Bulgaria and Spain). 
 
"This transnational crime preys on the most vulnerable of the vulnerable," said Jean-Luc 
Lemahieu, UNODC Director of Policy Analysis and Public Affairs. "It's a global crime that 
requires global action, including improved regional and international cooperation and national 
criminal justice responses."… 
 
 
2018 Global Study on Smuggling of Migrants 
UNODC  
June 2018 – 170 pages 
PDF: http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-
analysis/glosom/GLOSOM_2018_web_small.pdf 

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2018/June/at-least-2-5-million-migrants-smuggled-worldwide-in-2016--says-unodc-study.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/data-and-analysis/glosom.html
http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/glosom/GLOSOM_2018_web_small.pdf
http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/glosom/GLOSOM_2018_web_small.pdf
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Overview 
This is the first Global Study on Smuggling of Migrants from UNODC. In line with UNODC's 
mandate as the guardian of the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, and its 
supplementing Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, the research 
represents a start towards developing a deeper, more nuanced understanding of the criminal 
aspect of migrant smuggling. Complementing UNODC's existing support to Member States, it 
highlights potential avenues for strengthening measures against migrant smuggling, and can 
help to inform effective criminal justice responses. It is also meant to contribute to continuing 
efforts towards the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, the first 
intergovernmentally negotiated agreement prepared under the auspices of the UN, to cover all 
dimensions of international migration in a holistic and comprehensive manner. 
 
Policy implications [p.12; Excerpt] 
:: This first UNODC Global Study on Smuggling of Migrants presents a wealth of information on 
the different manifestations of this crime and its harm to migrants and states. While many 
information gaps remain, the knowledge compiled in this Study has important implications for 
policies and programmes. 
 
:: The study shows that smuggling of migrants is a transnational crime which generates 
significant economic returns. Among its consequences are thousands of migrants who are killed, 
tortured and exploited every year. The United Nations Protocol against the Smuggling 
of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime, is the only internationally agreed legal instrument designed to prevent and 
combat smuggling of migrants. The Protocol also reiterates the importance of protecting 
migrants’ rights. Ratifying or acceding to the Smuggling of Migrants Protocol, and ensuring full  
implementation, including the defining element of  “financial and other material benefit” are 
vital first steps to effectively address the crime and protect migrants. 
 
:: The increasing numbers of unaccompanied and separated children among smuggled migrants 
on some routes pose great challenges to children’s rights and wellbeing. Institutions providing 
assistance to migrants as well as law enforcement and migration authorities need to be 
equipped and trained to address the particular vulnerabilities among children who are smuggled 
and to guarantee the best interest of the child… 
 
::::::  
:::::: 
 
Development – Global Migration 
 
Global Migration Can Be a Potent Tool in the Fight to End Poverty Across the World—
New Report 
High-income destination countries could realize even bigger gains with efficient labor market 
policies  
WASHINGTON, June 14, 2018 – Global migration has lifted millions out of poverty and boosted 
economic growth, a new World Bank report finds. But destination countries risk losing out in the 
global competition for talent and leaving large gaps in their labor markets by failing to 
implement policies that address labor market forces and manage short-run economic tensions.  
Large and persistent differences in wages across the globe are the main drivers of economic 
migration from low- to high-income countries, according to Moving for Prosperity: Global 
Migration and Labor Markets. Migrants often triple their wages after moving to a new 
country, helping millions of migrants and their relatives at home escape poverty. Destination 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/06/14/global-migration-can-be-a-potent-tool-in-the-fight-to-end-poverty-across-the-world-new-report
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/06/14/global-migration-can-be-a-potent-tool-in-the-fight-to-end-poverty-across-the-world-new-report
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/29806/9781464812811.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/29806/9781464812811.pdf
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countries often benefit as migrants fill critical roles, from advancing the technological frontier in 
Silicon Valley to building skyscrapers in the Middle East. 
 
Despite the lure of higher wages, rates of migrants as a share of the global population have 
remained mostly unchanged for more than five decades, even as global trade and investment 
flows have expanded exponentially during this time. Between 1960 and 2015, the share of 
migrants in the global population has fluctuated narrowly between 2.5 and 3.5 percent, with 
national borders, distance, culture, and language acting as strong deterrents.  
 
Highlights of key findings from the report include: 
  :: Migration flows are highly concentrated by location and occupation. Currently, the top 10 
destination countries account for 60 percent of around 250 million international migrants in the 
world. 
   :: Surprisingly, concentration levels increase with skill levels. The United States, the United 
Kingdom, Canada and Australia are home to almost two-thirds of migrants with tertiary 
education. At the very peak of talent, an astonishing 85 percent of all immigrant Nobel Science 
Prize winners are in the United States. 
   :: Education levels of women are rapidly increasing, especially in developing countries, but 
opportunities for career growth remain limited. As a result, college educated women from low 
and middle-income countries are the fastest growing group among immigrants to high-income 
countries. 
 
“The number of international migrants continues to remain fairly modest, but migrants often 
arrive in waves and cluster around the same locations and types of jobs,” said Shantayanan 
Devarajan, World Bank Senior Director for Development Economics and acting Chief Economist. 
“Better policies can manage these transitions in a way that guarantees long-term benefits for 
both citizens and migrants.” 
 
The report recommends various policy measures to ensure the benefits of migration are shared 
by host and immigrant communities for generations to come. Key among them: 
   :: Effective migration policies must work with rather than against labor market forces. For 
example, where there is large unmet demand for seasonal work, temporary migration 
programs, like those in Canada or Australia, could address labor market shortages while 
discouraging permanent undocumented migration. 
   :: Quotas should be replaced with market based mechanisms to manage migration flows. 
Such tools can pay for the cost of government assistance to support dislocated workers. In 
addition, the most pressing needs of the labor market can be met by matching migrant workers 
with employers that need them the most. 
   :: Creating a pathway to permanent residency for migrants with higher-skills and permanent 
jobs creates incentives for them to fully integrate in the labor markets and make economic and 
social contributions to the destination country... 
 
::::::  
:::::: 
 
Governance – Global : G7 Meeting, 8-9 June 2018, Charlevoix, Canada 
 
Prime Minister concludes successful G7 Summit focused on creating economic 
growth that benefits everyone  
10 June 2018 

https://g7.gc.ca/en/news-media/news/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/news-media/news/
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…This week, G7 leaders met in the Charlevoix region of Quebec to find real, concrete solutions 
to pressing global challenges—the type of solutions that will make a real difference in the lives 
of people in our countries and around the world. 
  At the Summit, G7 leaders talked about investing in economic growth that works for everyone 
and preparing people for the jobs of the future. They reaffirmed their commitment to advance 
gender equality, defend their democracies against foreign threats, and build a more peaceful 
and secure world. They also discussed climate change, oceans, and clean energy. 
   Yesterday, Canada, along with the European Union, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, 
and the World Bank, announced an investment of nearly $3.8 billion CAD to support quality 
education for women and girls living in crisis, conflict-affected and fragile states. This funding 
represents the single largest investment of its kind in history. In the fight for greater equality, 
education is key—it gives women and girls the tools they need to make their own decisions 
about their future and live the life they want for themselves. 
   Throughout the Summit, leaders discussed the future of the economy and their shared 
responsibility to create sustainable economic growth that works for everyone, particularly those 
at risk of being left behind. They endorsed the Charlevoix Commitment on Equality and 
Economic Growth, which reinforces a common commitment to fight poverty, achieve gender 
equality, reduce income inequality, and ensure better access to financial resources so that 
everyone has a chance to earn a decent living. They also committed to build a common vision 
for the future of artificial intelligence and to champion innovative financing that supports 
international development and reinforces gender equality and women’s empowerment…. 
 
Key Commitment Instruments/Announcements/Communique 
:: Charlevoix Commitment on Equality and Economic Growth 
 
:: Charlevoix Commitment on Innovative Financing for Development 
 
:: Charlevoix Common Vision for the Future of Artificial Intelligence 
 
:: Charlevoix Declaration on Quality Education for Girls, Adolescent Girls and Women in 
Developing Countries 
 
:: Charlevoix Commitment to End Sexual and Gender-Based Violence, Abuse and Harassment in 
Digital Contexts 
 
:: Charlevoix Commitment on Defending Democracy from Foreign Threats 
 
:: Charlevoix Blueprint for Healthy Oceans, Seas and Resilient Coastal Communities 
 
:: Canada and partners announce historic investment in education for women and girls in crisis 
and conflict situations 
 
 
The Charlevoix G7 Summit Communique  
[Editor’s text bolding] 

1. We, the Leaders of the G7, have come together in Charlevoix, Quebec, Canada on June 8–9, 
2018, guided by our shared values of freedom, democracy, the rule of law and respect for 
human rights and our commitment to promote a rules-based international order. As advanced 
economies and leading democracies, we share a fundamental commitment to investing in our 
citizens and meeting their needs and to responding to global challenges. We collectively affirm 

https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-equality-economic-growth/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-innovative-financing-development/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-common-vision-future-artificial-intelligence/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-declaration-quality-education-girls-adolescent-girls-women-developing-countries/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-declaration-quality-education-girls-adolescent-girls-women-developing-countries/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-end-sexual-gender-based-violence-abuse-harassment-digital-contexts/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-end-sexual-gender-based-violence-abuse-harassment-digital-contexts/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-defending-democracy-from-foreign-threats/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-blueprint-healthy-oceans-seas-resilient-coastal-communities/
https://pm.gc.ca/eng/news/2018/06/09/canada-and-partners-announce-historic-investment-education-women-and-girls-crisis
https://pm.gc.ca/eng/news/2018/06/09/canada-and-partners-announce-historic-investment-education-women-and-girls-crisis
https://g7.gc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/G7SummitCommunique.pdf
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our strong determination to achieve a clean environment, clean air and clean water. We are 
resolved to work together in creating a healthy, prosperous, sustainable and fair future for all. 

Investing in Growth that Works for Everyone 

2. We share the responsibility of working together to stimulate sustainable 
economic growth that benefits everyone and, in particular, those most at risk of 
being left behind. We welcome the contribution of technological change and 
global integration to global economic recovery and increased job creation. The 
global economic outlook continues to improve, but too few citizens have benefited from that 
economic growth. While resilience against risk has improved among emerging market 
economies, recent market movements remind us of potential vulnerabilities. We will 
continue monitoring market developments and using all policy tools to support strong, 
sustainable, balanced and inclusive growth that generates widespread prosperity. We 
reaffirm our existing exchange rate commitments. We commit to promoting smart, 
sustainable and high-quality investments, such as in infrastructure, to boost growth and 
productivity and create quality jobs. Economic growth is fundamental to raising living 
standards. We also recognize that economic output alone is insufficient for measuring 
success and acknowledge the importance of monitoring other societal and economic 
indicators that measure prosperity and well-being. We are committed to removing the 
barriers that keep our citizens, including women and marginalized individuals, from 
participating fully in the global economy. We endorse the Charlevoix Commitment on 
Equality and Economic Growth, which reinforces our commitment to eradicate poverty, 
advance gender equality, foster income equality, ensure better access to financial resources 
and create decent work and quality of life for all. 

3. In order to ensure that everyone pays their fair share, we will exchange approaches and 
support international efforts to deliver fair, progressive, effective and efficient tax systems. 
We will continue to fight tax evasion and avoidance by promoting the global implementation 
of international standards and addressing base erosion and profit shifting. The impacts of 
the digitalization of the economy on the international tax system remain key outstanding 
issues. We welcome the OECD interim report analyzing the impact of digitalization of the 
economy on the international tax system. We are committed to work together to seek a 
consensus-based solution by 2020. 

4. We acknowledge that free, fair and mutually beneficial trade and investment, while creating 
reciprocal benefits, are key engines for growth and job creation. We recommit to the 
conclusions on trade of the Hamburg G20 Summit, in particular, we underline the crucial 
role of a rules-based international trading system and continue to fight protectionism. We 
note the importance of bilateral, regional and plurilateral agreements being open, 
transparent, inclusive and WTO-consistent, and commit to working to ensure they 
complement the multilateral trade agreements. We commit to modernize the WTO to make 
it more fair as soon as possible. We strive to reduce tariff barriers, non-tariff barriers and 
subsidies. 

5. We will work together to enforce existing international rules and develop new 
rules where needed to foster a truly level playing field, addressing in particular 
non-market oriented policies and practices, and inadequate protection of 
intellectual property rights, such as forced technology transfer or cyber-enabled 
theft. We call for the start of negotiations – this year – to develop stronger international 
rules on market-distorting industrial subsidies and trade-distorting actions by state-owned 
enterprises. We also call on all members of the Global Forum on Steel Excess Capacity to 
fully and promptly implement its recommendations. We stress the urgent need to avoid 
excess capacity in other sectors such as aluminum and high technology. We call on the 

https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-equality-economic-growth/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-equality-economic-growth/
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International Working Group on Export Credits to develop a new set of guidelines for 
government-supported export credits, as soon as possible in 2019 

6. To support growth and equal participation that benefits everyone, and ensure our citizens 
lead healthy and productive lives, we commit to supporting strong, sustainable 
health systems that promote access to quality and affordable healthcare and to 
bringing greater attention to mental health. We support efforts to promote and 
protect women’s and adolescents’ health and well-being through evidence-based healthcare 
and health information. We recognize the World Health Organization’s vital role in health 
emergencies, including through the Contingency Fund for Emergencies and the World 
Bank’s Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility, and emphasize their need for further 
development and continued and sustainable financing. We recommit to support our 76 
partners to strengthen their implementation of the International Health Regulations, 
including through their development of costed national action plans and the use of diverse 
sources of financing and multi-stakeholder resources. We will prioritize and coordinate our 
global efforts to fight against antimicrobial resistance, in a “one health” approach. We will 
accelerate our efforts to end tuberculosis, and its resistant forms. We reconfirm our resolve 
to work with partners to eradicate polio and effectively manage the post-polio transition. We 
affirm our support for a successful replenishment of the Global Fund in 2019. 

7. Public finance, including official development assistance and domestic resource mobilization, 
is necessary to work towards the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals of the 
2030 Agenda, but alone is insufficient to support the economic growth and sustainable 
development necessary to lift all populations from poverty. As a result, we have 
committed to the Charlevoix Commitment on Innovative Financing for 
Development to promote economic growth in developing economies and foster 
greater equality of opportunity within and between countries. We will continue to 
invest in quality infrastructure with open access. Given rising debt levels in low income 
countries and the importance of debt sustainability, we call for greater debt transparency 
not only from low income debtor countries, but also emerging sovereign lenders and private 
creditors. We support the ongoing work of the Paris Club, as the principal international 
forum for restructuring official bilateral debt, towards the broader inclusion of emerging 
creditors. We recognize the value in development and humanitarian assistance that 
promotes greater equality of opportunity, and gender equality, and prioritizes the most 
vulnerable, and will continue to work to develop innovative financing models to ensure that 
no one is left behind. 

Preparing for Jobs of the Future 

8. We are resolved to ensure that all workers have access to the skills and 
education necessary to adapt and prosper in the new world of work brought by 
innovation through emerging technologies. We will promote innovation through a 
culture of lifelong learning among current and future generations of workers. We will 
expand market-driven training and education, particularly for girls and women in the 
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields. We recognize the need to 
remove barriers to women’s leadership and equal opportunity to participate in all aspects of 
the labour market, including by eliminating violence, discrimination and harassment within 
and beyond the workplace. We will explore innovative new approaches to apprenticeship 
and vocational learning, as well as opportunities to engage employers and improve access 
to workplace training. 

9. We highlight the importance of working towards making social protection more effective and 
efficient and creating quality work environments for workers, including those in non-
standard forms of work. Expanding communication and collaboration between governments 
and businesses, social partners, educational institutions and other relevant stakeholders will 

https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-innovative-financing-development/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-innovative-financing-development/
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be essential for preparing workers to adapt and thrive in the new world of work. To realize 
the benefits of artificial intelligence (AI), we endorse the Charlevoix Common Vision 
for the Future of Artificial Intelligence. We recognize that a human-centric approach to 
AI has the potential to introduce new sources of economic growth, bring significant benefits 
to our societies and help address some of our most pressing challenges. 

Advancing Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment 

10. We recognize that gender equality is fundamental for the fulfillment of human 
rights and is a social and economic imperative. However, gender inequality persists 
despite decades of international commitments to eliminate these differences. We will 
continue to work to remove barriers to women’s participation and decision-making in social, 
economic and political spheres as well as increase the opportunities for all to participate 
equally in all aspects of the labour market. Our path forward will promote women’s full 
economic participation through working to reduce the gender wage gap, supporting women 
business leaders and entrepreneurs and recognizing the value of unpaid care work. 

11. Equal access to quality education is vital to achieve the empowerment and equal 
opportunity of girls and women, especially in developing contexts and countries 
struggling with conflict. Through the Charlevoix Declaration on Quality Education 
for Girls, Adolescent Girls and Women in Developing Countries, we demonstrate our 
commitment to increase opportunities for at least 12 years of safe and quality education for 
all and to dismantle the barriers to girls’ and women’s quality education, particularly in 
emergencies and in conflict-affected and fragile states. We recognize that marginalized girls, 
such as those with a disability, face additional barriers in attaining access to education. 

12. Advancing gender equality and ending violence against girls and women benefits 
all and is a shared responsibility in which everyone, including men and boys, has 
a critical role to play. We endorse the Charlevoix Commitment to End Sexual and 
Gender-Based Violence, Abuse and Harassment in Digital Contexts, and are 
resolved to end all forms of sexual and gender-based violence. We strive for a future where 
individuals’ human rights are equally protected both offline and online; and where everyone 
has equal opportunity to participate in political, social, economic and cultural endeavors. 

Building a More Peaceful and Secure World 

13. We share a responsibility to build a more peaceful and secure world, recognizing that 
respect for human rights, the rule of law and equality of opportunity are necessary for 
lasting security and to enable economic growth that works for everyone. The global security 
threats we face are complex and evolving and we commit to working together to counter 
terrorism. We welcome the outcome of the international conference on the fight against 
terrorist financing, held in Paris April 25-26, 2018. Foreign terrorist fighters must be held 
accountable for their actions. We are committed to addressing the use of the internet for 
terrorist purposes, including as a tool for recruitment, training, propaganda and financing, 
and by working with partners such as the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism. We 
underscore the importance of taking concrete measures to eradicate trafficking in persons, 
forced labour, child labour and all forms of slavery, including modern slavery. 

14. Recognizing that countries that are more equal are also more stable, more peaceful and 
more democratic, we are resolved to strengthen the implementation of the Women, Peace 
and Security (WPS) agenda. Gender-sensitive measures that include women’s participation 
and perspectives to prevent and eradicate terrorism are vital to effective and sustainable 
results, protection from sexual and gender-based violence, and preventing other human 
rights abuses and violations. 

https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-common-vision-future-artificial-intelligence/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-common-vision-future-artificial-intelligence/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-declaration-quality-education-girls-adolescent-girls-women-developing-countries/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-declaration-quality-education-girls-adolescent-girls-women-developing-countries/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-end-sexual-gender-based-violence-abuse-harassment-digital-contexts/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-end-sexual-gender-based-violence-abuse-harassment-digital-contexts/
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15. We commit to take concerted action in responding to foreign actors who seek to 
undermine our democratic societies and institutions, our electoral processes, our 
sovereignty and our security as outlined in the Charlevoix Commitment on 
Defending Democracy from Foreign Threats. We recognize that such threats, 
particularly those originating from state actors, are not just threats to G7 nations, but to 
international peace and security and the rules-based international order. We call on others 
to join us in addressing these growing threats by increasing the resilience and security of 
our institutions, economies and societies, and by taking concerted action to identify and 
hold to account those who would do us harm. 

16. We continue to call on North Korea to completely, verifiably and irreversibly 
dismantle all of its weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and ballistic missiles as 
well as its related programs and facilities. We acknowledge recent developments, 
including North Korea’s announcement of a moratorium on nuclear testing and ballistic 
missile launches, a commitment to denuclearization made in the April 27 Panmunjom 
Declaration – assuming full implementation – and the apparent closure of the Punggye-ri 
nuclear test site on May 24; but we reiterate the importance of full denuclearization. The 
dismantlement of all of its WMD and ballistic missiles will lead to a more positive future for 
all people on the Korean Peninsula and a chance of prosperity for the people of North 
Korea, who have suffered for too long. However, more must be done and we call on all 
states to maintain strong pressure, including through the full implementation of relevant 
UNSCRs, to urge North Korea to change its course and take decisive and irreversible steps. 
In this context, we once again call upon North Korea to respect the human rights of its 
people and resolve the abductions issue immediately 

17. We urge Russia to cease its destabilizing behaviour to undermine democratic 
systems and its support of the Syrian regime. We condemn the attack using a 
military-grade nerve agent in Salisbury, United Kingdom. We share and agree with the 
United Kingdom’s assessment that it is highly likely that the Russian Federation was 
responsible for the attack, and that there is no plausible alternative explanation. We urge 
Russia to live up to its international obligations, as well as its responsibilities as a permanent 
member of the UN Security Council, to uphold international peace and security. 
Notwithstanding, we will continue to engage with Russia on addressing regional crises and 
global challenges, where it is in our interests. We reiterate our condemnation of the illegal 
annexation of Crimea and reaffirm our enduring support for Ukrainian sovereignty, 
independence and territorial integrity within its internationally-recognized borders. We 
maintain our commitment to assisting Ukraine in implementing its ambitious and necessary 
reform agenda. We recall that the continuation of sanctions is clearly linked to Russia’s 
failure to demonstrate complete implementation of its commitments in the Minsk 
Agreements and respect for Ukraine’s sovereignty and we fully support the efforts within the 
Normandy Format and of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe for a 
solution to the conflict in Eastern Ukraine. Should its actions so require, we also stand ready 
to take further restrictive measures in order to increase costs on Russia. We remain 
committed to support Russian civil society and to engage and invest in people-to-people 
contact. 

18. We strongly condemn the murderous brutality of Daesh and its oppression of 
civilian populations under its control. As an international community, we remain 
committed to the eradication of Daesh and its hateful ideology. In Syria, we also 
condemn the repeated and morally reprehensible use of chemical weapons by the Syrian 
regime and by Daesh. We call on the supporters of the regime to ensure compliance with its 
obligation to declare and dismantle remaining chemical weapons. We deplore the fact that 
Syria assumed the presidency of the Conference on Disarmament in May, given its 
consistent and flagrant disregard of international non-proliferation norms and agreements. 
We reaffirm our collective commitment to the Chemical Weapons Convention and call on all 

https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-defending-democracy-from-foreign-threats/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-commitment-defending-democracy-from-foreign-threats/
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states to support the upcoming Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons 
(OPCW) Special Conference of States Parties and to work together to strengthen the ability 
of the OPCW to promote the implementation of the Convention. We call upon those who 
have yet to do so to join the International Partnership Against Impunity for the Use of 
Chemical Weapons. We call for credible, inclusive and non-sectarian governance in Syria, 
facilitated by free and fair elections held to the highest international standards of 
transparency and accountability, with all Syrians, including members of the diaspora, eligible 
to participate. 

19. We remain concerned about the situation in the East and South China Seas and 
reiterate our strong opposition to any unilateral actions that could escalate 
tensions and undermine regional stability and the international rules-based 
order. We urge all parties to pursue demilitarization of disputed features. We are 
committed to taking a strong stance against human rights abuse, human trafficking and 
corruption across the globe, especially as it impacts vulnerable populations, and we call 
upon the international community to take strong action against these abuses all over the 
world. We welcome the recent commitments made by Myanmar and we pledge to 
coordinate efforts to build lasting peace and support democratic transition in Myanmar, 
particularly in the context of the ongoing Rohingya crisis, to allow safe and unhindered 
humanitarian access and the safe, voluntary and dignified return of refugees and displaced 
people. We are deeply concerned about the lack of respect for human rights and basic 
democratic principles in Venezuela, as well as the spiraling economic crisis and its 
humanitarian repercussions. We express our concern at the continuous deterioration of the 
situation in Yemen and renew our call for all parties to fully comply with international 
humanitarian law and human rights law. 

20. Recognizing the threat Iran’s ballistic missile program poses to international peace and 
security, we call upon Iran to refrain from launches of ballistic missiles and all 
other activities which are inconsistent with UNSCR 2231 – including all annexes 
– and destabilizing for the region, and cease proliferation of missile technology. 
We are committed to permanently ensuring that Iran’s nuclear program remains peaceful, in 
line with its international obligations and commitments to never seek, develop or acquire a 
nuclear weapon. We condemn all financial support of terrorism including terrorist groups 
sponsored by Iran. We also call upon Iran to play a constructive role by contributing to 
efforts to counter terrorism and achieve political solutions, reconciliation and peace in the 
region. 

21. We remain concerned about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, especially in the light of 
recent events. We support the resumption without delay of substantive peace talks between 
Israelis and Palestinians aimed at achieving a negotiated solution that ensures the peace 
and security for both parties. We stress the importance of addressing as soon as possible 
the dire and deteriorating humanitarian and security situation in the Gaza strip. 

22. Africa’s security, stability, and sustainable development are high priorities for us, 
and we reiterate our support for African-led initiatives, including at a regional level. We 
reiterate our commitment to work in partnership with the African continent, supporting the 
African Union Agenda 2063 in order to realize Africa’s potential. We will promote African 
capabilities to better prevent, respond to, and manage crisis and conflicts; and to 
strengthen democratic institutions. We reiterate our commitment to the stabilization, unity 
and democracy of Libya, which is key for the stability of the Mediterranean region and of 
Europe. We support the efforts of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General 
Salamé in pursuing an inclusive political process founded on his Action Plan and we 
encourage all Libyan and regional actors to uphold their constructive engagement as 
outlined in the June 6, 2018 statement of the President of the Security Council on Libya. We 
support the efforts of the Presidency Council for Libya and the Libyan Government of 
National Accord to consolidate State institutions. 
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Working Together on Climate Change, Oceans and Clean Energy 

23. A healthy planet and sustainable economic growth are mutually beneficial, and therefore, 
we are pursuing global efforts towards a sustainable and resilient future that creates jobs 
for our citizens. We firmly support the broad participation and leadership of young people, 
girls and women in promoting sustainable development. We collectively affirm our strong 
determination to achieve a clean environment, clean air, clean water and healthy soil. We 
commit to ongoing action to strengthen our collective energy security and demonstrate 
leadership in ensuring that our energy systems continue to drive sustainable economic 
growth. We recognise that each country may chart its own path to achieving a low-emission 
future. We look forward to adopting a common set of guidelines at UNFCCC COP 24. 

24. Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and the European 
Union reaffirm their strong commitment to implement the Paris Agreement, 
through ambitious climate action; in particular through reducing emissions while stimulating 
innovation, enhancing adaptive capacity, strengthening and financing resilience and 
reducing vulnerability; as well as ensuring a just transition, including increasing efforts to 
mobilize climate finance from a wide variety of sources. We discussed the key role of energy 
transitions through the development of market based clean energy technologies and the 
importance of carbon pricing, technology collaboration and innovation to continue advancing 
economic growth and protect the environment as part of sustainable, resilient and low-
carbon energy systems; as well as financing adaptive capacity. We reaffirm the commitment 
that we have made to our citizens to reduce air and water pollution and our greenhouse gas 
emissions to reach a global carbon-neutral economy over the course of the second half of 
the century. We welcome the adoption by the UN General Assembly of a resolution titled 
Towards a Global Pact for the Environment and look forward to the presentation of a report 
by the Secretary General in the next General Assembly. 

25. Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and the European 
Union will promote the fight against climate change through collaborative 
partnerships and work with all relevant partners, in particular all levels of 
government; local, Indigenous, remote coastal and small island communities; as 
well as with the private sector, international organizations and civil society to 
identify and assess policy gaps, needs and best practices. We recognize the 
contribution of the One Planet conferences to this collective effort. 

26. The United States believes sustainable economic growth and development 
depends on universal access to affordable and reliable energy resources. It 
commits to ongoing action to strengthen the world’s collective energy security, including 
through policies that facilitates open, diverse, transparent, liquid and secure global markets 
for all energy sources. The United States will continue to promote energy security and 
economic growth in a manner that improves the health of the world’s oceans and 
environment, while increasing public-private investments in energy infrastructure and 
technology that advances the ability of countries to produce, transport, and use all available 
energy sources based on each country’s national circumstances. The United States will 
endeavour to work closely with other countries to help them access and use fossil fuels 
more cleanly and efficiently and help deploy renewable and other clean energy sources, 
given the importance of energy access and security in their Nationally Determined 
Contributions. The United States believes in the key role of energy transitions through the 
development of market-based clean energy technologies and the importance of technology 
collaboration and innovation to continue advancing economic growth and protect the 
environment as part of sustainable, resilient, and clean energy systems. The United States 
reiterates its commitment to advancing sustainable economic growth, and underscores the 
importance of continued action to reduce air and water pollution. 
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27. Recognizing that healthy oceans and seas directly support the livelihoods, food security and 
economic prosperity of billions of people, we met with the heads of state or government of 
the Argentina, Bangladesh, Haiti, Jamaica, Kenya, Marshall Islands, Norway, Rwanda (Chair 
of the African Union), Senegal, Seychelles, South Africa, Vietnam, and the heads of the 
United Nations, the IMF, the World Bank and the OECD, to discuss concrete actions to 
protect the health of marine environments and ensure a sustainable use of marine 
resources as part of a renewed agenda to increase global biodiversity protection. We 
endorse the Charlevoix Blueprint for Healthy Oceans, Seas and Resilient Coastal 
Communities, and will improve oceans knowledge, promote sustainable oceans 
and fisheries, support resilient coasts and coastal communities and address 
ocean plastic waste and marine litter. Recognizing that plastics play an important role 
in our economy and daily lives but that the current approach to producing, using, managing 
and disposing of plastics and poses a significant threat to the marine environment, to 
livelihoods and potentially to human health, we the Leaders of Canada, France, Germany, 
Italy, the United Kingdom and the European Union endorse the Ocean Plastics Charter. 

Conclusion 

28. We share the responsibility of working together to stimulate sustainable 
economic growth that benefits everyone, in particular, those most at risk of 
being left behind. We would like to thank our citizens, civil society, the Gender Equality 
Advisory Council, the Formal G7 Engagement Groups and other partners for their 
meaningful input to Canada’s presidency. We welcome the offer of the President of France 
to host our next Summit in 2019 and his pledge to continue G7 leadership on our common 
agenda. 

::::::  
:::::: 
 
Education – SDGs 
 
Recommendations by UN Sustainable Development Goal’s Steering Committee for 
Education 
UNESCO - 31 May 2018 
The Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) - Education 2030 Steering Committee has issued 
recommendations focusing on financing education as a public good, strengthening national 
ownership and addressing data gaps as part of its work to steer progress towards meeting 
internationally agreed targets for education. The Committee has now released its 
recommendations, made during its fourth meeting, at UNESCO’s Headquarters from 28 
February to 2 March. 
 
Established in 2016, the Committee is the main consultation and coordination mechanisms for 
education in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Entrusted with providing strategic 
guidance on the advancement of SDG4(link is external), it numbers 38 members, a majority of 
whom represent Member States, alongside eight UN agencies, the Global Partnership for 
Education, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), regional 
organizations, teacher organizations, and civil society networks, in addition to representatives 
from the private sector, foundations, youth and student organizations. 
 
“The commitments of SDG4 are ambitious - only a ‘collective intelligence’ focused on strategies 
that are sensitive to place, culture, socio-economic needs and environmental realities will make 
it possible to build education systems. A fundamental principle must guide our work: education 

https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-blueprint-healthy-oceans-seas-resilient-coastal-communities/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-blueprint-healthy-oceans-seas-resilient-coastal-communities/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/official-documents/charlevoix-blueprint-healthy-oceans-seas-resilient-coastal-communities#a1
https://en.unesco.org/news/recommendations-sustainable-development-goal-s-steering-committee-education-0
https://en.unesco.org/news/recommendations-sustainable-development-goal-s-steering-committee-education-0
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is a public good, a collective responsibility,” explained UNESCO Director-General Audrey 
Azoulay. “It is through the cooperation between all educational stakeholders that we will 
succeed in meeting the challenges of the 2030 Agenda for education.” 
 
“We have an ambitious agenda and it calls for urgency,” said Dankert Vedeler, co-chair of the 
Steering Committee. “We must keep the banner of education high in the overall SDG framework 
through advocacy, policy guidance, and monitoring.” 
 
“What is most important for us is to achieve an alignment, a convergence between multilateral 
organizations and the region,” said Roberto Iván Aguilar Gómez, Bolivia’s Minister of Education 
and a member of the Steering Committee. He explained that the Committee “sets the stage for 
the work that we should look at to provide quality education.” Ahead of the UN High Level 
Political Forum Review that will review progress towards SDG4 in 2019, consultations are 
foreseen in Kenya, Bolivia, Thailand, Tunisia and France this year, to be followed by the Global 
Education Meeting scheduled to take place from 3 to 5 December 2018 in Brussels (Belgium). 
 
The Committee congratulated Argentina on its presidency of the G20 and commended the 
priority it gives to education focusing on skills for lifelong learning and financing of education. 
Emphasizing that education is a right for which governments are accountable, the Committee 
endorsed a yearlong advocacy campaign bringing together civil society networks, UNESCO’s 
Global Education Monitoring Report (GEM), UN agencies, regional organizations and countries. 
According to the GEM, only 55% of countries have national legal frameworks that allow citizens 
to challenge violations against the right to education in court. As stated by youth 
representative, Victoria Ibiwoye, “We must never forget that education is not a privilege. It is a 
human right.” 
 
Recommendations 
With regard to education funding, the Committee stressed the importance of a harmonized 
focus across three pillars, domestic financing, official development assistance and innovative 
financing.  It called for: 
:: all financing initiatives to respect education as a public good and be guided by the principles 
of equity, quality and inclusion, as well as 12 years of free publicly funded education; 
:: governments to increase public revenue, including through a larger tax base, to increase 
allocation to education and prioritize spending on the most marginalized groups; 
:: data collection to understand better the cost of basic education to households with a view to 
reducing the financial burden on families; 
:: reinforced dialogue between innovative financing providers, donors and beneficiary States 
and communities; 
:: private sector resource mobilization while ensuring effective regulatory mechanisms for 
transparency and accountability. 
 
Data, monitoring and reporting 
:: Advocates for increased investment to cover needs estimated at USD280 million a year and 
calls for the guaranteed financing of institutions with a UN mandate to collect data and monitor 
SDG4, while appealing on all partners to work in a coordinated way, building on agreed 
responsibilities and shared cost; 
:: Encourages governments to strengthen and or develop holistic national evaluation systems 
and make plans to participate in regional or international learning assessments; 
:: Urges governments to report publicly on progress towards national education policy goals so 
as to improve accountability. 
 
In the area of strategic policy guidance, the Committee: 
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:: encourages Member States to identify better the many obstacles that undermine the right to 
education; 
:: calls for strengthened national ownership of the 2030 Framework for Action through national 
and regional education consultations, and the mainstreaming of SDG4 targets in national 
education systems; 
:: advises strengthening inter-sectoral coordination through mobilizing ministerial departments. 
 
::::::  
:::::: 
 
Health – EBOLA/EVD   
 
At one-month mark in Ebola outbreak, the focus shifts to remote areas 
WHO Statement,  Geneva 
9 June 2018   
[Editor’s text bolding] 
   One month into the response to an Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
the focus has moved from urban areas to some of the most remote places on earth.   
   The shift comes after a series of unprecedented actions that have led to cautious optimism 
about the effectiveness of the response…  
 
Ebola virus disease – Operational readiness and preparedness in nine countries 
neighbouring the Democratic Republic of the Congo  
11 June 2018 
… The nine countries were categorized as follows, with priority 1 being the highest:  
   :: Priority 1: Central Africa Republic and Republic of Congo due to their proximity to the 
current event. These two countries share borders with the epicentre of the outbreak in 
Equateur Province and there is continuous population movement through the porous land 
borders and by the Congo and Oubangui rivers.  
   :: Priority 2: Angola, Burundi, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania and Zambia which neighbour 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo but are not directly linked with Equateur Province. 
   :: Priority 3: Uganda because although it borders the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Uganda has regularly demonstrated the capacity to respond to recent previous VHF outbreaks… 
 
::::::  
:::::: 
 
Emergencies 
 
POLIO   
Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) 
Polio this week as of 12 June 2018 [GPEI] 
:: Following unconfirmed reports on 8 June of suspected polio re-emergence in Venezuela, final 
laboratory testing has confirmed the cause of the paralysis is not wild poliovirus or vaccine-
derived poliovirus. The full statement from the Global Polio Eradication Initiative may be read 
here.  
:: World leaders at the G7 summit affirmed continued commitment to global polio eradication in 
the summit communique: “We reconfirm our resolve to work with partners to eradicate polio 
and effectively manage the post-polio transition”. [See Milestones above] for text] 
 
Summary of newly-reported viruses this week:  
Pakistan: One new wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) case reported. 

http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/09-06-2018-at-one-month-mark-in-ebola-outbreak-the-focus-shifts-to-remote-areas
http://www.who.int/csr/don/11-june-2018-ebola/en/
http://www.who.int/csr/don/11-june-2018-ebola/en/
http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/this-week/
http://polioeradication.org/news-post/update-on-suspected-polio-case-in-venezuela/
http://polioeradication.org/news-post/world-leaders-reaffirm-commitment-to-polio-eradication-at-g7-summit/
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Update on suspected polio case in Venezuela 
Following unconfirmed reports on 8 June of suspected polio re-emergence in Venezuela, final 
laboratory testing has confirmed the cause of the paralysis is not wild poliovirus or vaccine-
derived poliovirus. 
 
::::::  
::::::  
 
WHO Grade 3 Emergencies  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
Yemen   
:: WHO and partners working with national health authorities to contain disease outbreaks  
   13 June 2018 – Infectious disease outbreaks are a serious public health concern, posing a 
direct threat to families, especially children, in every home in Yemen. Emergency preparedness 
and response structures could mean the difference between life and death for many people. 
Through the quick mobilization of readily available teams, the number of people affected could 
be reduced and the spread of deadly diseases controlled.  
   In the midst of war and faced with a collapsing health system, WHO, national health 
authorities, along with local and international partners, have scaled-up their operations, through 
the establishment of rapid response teams (RRTs) in the fight against disease outbreaks. These 
teams are critical; investigating outbreaks and ensuring that prevention and control measures 
are rapidly executed to contain any infectious disease threat. 
   These multi-disciplinary teams comprise health care professionals each with a specific skillset, 
designed to rapidly detect and contain a potential outbreak before it has a chance to spiral out 
of control. 
…The fight against cholera  
   As Yemen faces what is now known as the world’s largest cholera outbreak, these dedicated 
RRTs ensure that laser-focus on early detection, or the early identification of suspected cholera 
cases, and the investigation of the source are top priorities. The national epidemiological 
surveillance programme and WHO utilized the already established electronic integrated disease 
early warning system (eIDEWS) to support the early detection of suspected cholera. eIDEWS 
was initiated in 2013 as a pilot in 4 governorates (Aden, lahj, Abyan and Taiz) with a total 98 
selected sites. 
   The eIDEWS is a surveillance and data collection program designed to rapidly detect potential 
outbreaks and public health threats at the earliest possible stages. The program then generates 
an alert in order to facilitate timely interventions and prompt response to help prevent or 
reduce the spread of the disease. These findings influence the response plan at district level, 
using essential findings from rapid assessments to formulate an informed and effective 
outbreak response.  
   The fight against cholera also resulted in the request of national health authorities for a way 
in which they could increase the mobility of RRTs to reach otherwise inaccessible areas in order 
to investigate and respond to reported outbreaks. This resulted in the procurement and planned 
distribution of 1000 motorbikes in Yemen. 
   “With disease outbreaks threatening the lives of millions of Yemeni people, an effective 
response relies heavily on the ability of RRTs to rapidly detect and investigate potential 
outbreaks. Early detection leads to timely interventions that save lives,” said Dr Zagaria. 
:: Weekly epidemiology bulletin, 28 May–3 June 2018 
 
Iraq  - No new announcements identified 
Nigeria  - No new announcements identified 
South Sudan  - Webpage not responding at inquiry 
The Syrian Arab Republic - No new announcements identified 

http://polioeradication.org/news-post/update-on-suspected-polio-case-in-venezuela/
http://www.who.int/hac/donorinfo/g3_contributions/en/
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/yem/en/index.html
http://www.emro.who.int/yem/yemen-news/who-and-partners-working-with-national-health-authorities-to-contain-disease-outbreaks.html
http://www.emro.who.int/images/stories/yemen/week_22.pdf?ua=1
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/irq/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/hac/crises/nga/en/
http://www.who.int/hac/crises/ssd/en/
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/syr/en/index.html
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:::::: 
 
WHO Grade 2 Emergencies  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
[Several emergency pages were not available at inquiry] 
Cameroon  - No new announcements identified  
Central African Republic  - No new announcements identified. 
Democratic Republic of the Congo  - No new announcements identified  
Ethiopia  - No new announcements identified. 
Libya - No new announcements identified. 
Myanmar  - No new announcements identified  
Niger  - No new announcements identified. 
Ukraine - No new announcements identified. 
 
:::::: 
:::::: 
 
UN OCHA – L3 Emergencies 
The UN and its humanitarian partners are currently responding to three 'L3' emergencies. This 
is the global humanitarian system's classification for the response to the most severe, large-
scale humanitarian crises.  
Yemen   
:: Yemen Humanitarian Update Covering 4 – 11 June 2018 | Issue 19 
:: Yemen: Al Hudaydah Update Situation Report No. 1, 14 June 2018 
   HIGHLIGHTS/KEY PRIORITIES 
      …Heavy fighting in Al Hudaydah put hundreds of thousands of civilians at risk; 
      …Al Hudaydah port remains open and food is being offloaded from vessels; 
      …Humanitarian organizations continue to provide life-saving assistance to displaced and 
vulnerable people despite a deterioration in the security situation; 
 
Syrian Arab Republic   
:: Syrian Arab Republic: Humanitarian situation update in Afrin District and for IDPs in 
surrounding communities (as of 15 June 2018) 
 
:::::: 
 
UN OCHA – Corporate Emergencies 
When the USG/ERC declares a Corporate Emergency Response, all OCHA offices, branches and 
sections provide their full support to response activities both at HQ and in the field. 
Somalia  
:: OCHA Flash Update #4 Tropical Cyclone Sagar | 14 June 2018 
 
Ethiopia  - No new announcements identified. 
 
 

*                      *                       *                        * 
 

Agency/Government/IGO Watch 
We will monitor a growing number of relevant agency, government and IGO organizations for 
key media releases, announcements, research, and initiatives. Generally, we will focus on 
regional or global level content recognizing limitation of space, meaning country-specific 
coverage is limited. Please suggest additional organizations to monitor. 

http://www.who.int/hac/donorinfo/g3_contributions/en/
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/cmr/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/caf/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/cod/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/eth/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/lby/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/hac/crises/mmr/en/
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/ner/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/ukr/en/index.html
https://www.unocha.org/where-we-work/current-emergencies
https://www.unocha.org/yemen
https://reliefweb.int/report/yemen/yemen-humanitarian-update-covering-4-11-june-2018-issue-19
https://reliefweb.int/report/yemen/yemen-al-hudaydah-update-situation-report-no-1-14-june-2018
https://www.unocha.org/syria
https://reliefweb.int/report/syrian-arab-republic/syrian-arab-republic-humanitarian-situation-update-afrin-district-and
https://reliefweb.int/report/syrian-arab-republic/syrian-arab-republic-humanitarian-situation-update-afrin-district-and
https://www.unocha.org/where-we-work/current-emergencies
https://www.unocha.org/somalia
https://reliefweb.int/report/somalia/ocha-flash-update-4-tropical-cyclone-sagar-14-june-2018
https://www.unocha.org/ethiopia
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United Nations – Secretary General, Security Council, General Assembly  
[to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.un.org/en/  
13 June 2018  
GA/12028 
General Assembly Adopts Resolution on Protecting Palestinian Civilians Following 
Rejection of United States Amendment to Condemn Hamas Rocket Fire 
   In an emergency meeting, the General Assembly today adopted a resolution deploring the 
use of excessive, disproportionate and indiscriminate force by Israeli forces against Palestinian 
civilians in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and particularly the 
Gaza Strip. 
[See Week in Review above for more detail] 
 
12 June 2018  
GA/12025 
Resist Resting on Laurels, Global Community Urged during General Assembly 
Debate on Complete Eradication of AIDS-Causing HIV 
   Having made considerable progress in reducing the rates of new HIV infections and 
expanding the availability of antiretroviral drugs, the global community must resist the 
temptation to “rest on its laurels” and instead redouble efforts to completely eradicate the virus, 
the General Assembly heard today, as delegates outlined national progress towards meeting 
testing and treatment benchmarks to that end. 
 
12 June 2018  
SG/SM/19084-DC/3777 
Secretary-General Calls Democratic People’s Republic of Korea-United States 
Summit Important Milestone in Advancing Sustainable Peace, Denuclearization 
 
 
UN OHCHR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights [to 16 Jun 
2018] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/media.aspx?IsMediaPage=true  
Selected Press Releases – “TOP NEWS” 
First-ever UN human rights report on Kashmir calls for international inquiry into multiple 
violations 
 
Press briefing note on Libya – escalating risks 
 
Nicaragua: Government must end violence and reinstate political dialogue, say UN experts 
 
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day 15 June 2018 
 
UAE: UN experts call for immediate release of jailed human rights defender Ahmed Mansoor 
 
Killings of suspected “drug offenders” in Bangladesh must stop – UN Human Rights Chief 
 
Ecuador violated a woman’s right to social security, UN experts find 
 
UN expert says persistent claims of torture and impunity in Ukraine 
 
 

http://www.un.org/en/unpress/
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/ga12028.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/ga12028.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/ga12025.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/ga12025.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/sgsm19084.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/sgsm19084.doc.htm
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/media.aspx?IsMediaPage=true
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23198&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23198&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23187&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23201&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23199&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23195&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23178&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23192&LangID=E
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Human Rights Council   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/hrc/pages/hrcindex.aspx 
 No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Committee on the Rights of the Child [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRC/Pages/CRCIndex.aspx 
No new digest content identified 
 
 
Special Rapporteur on the sale and sexual exploitation of children 
 [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/ChildrenIndex.aspx  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
SRSG/CAAC Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and 
Armed Conflict [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/virtual-library/press-release-archive/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of physical and mental health  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Health/Pages/SRRightHealthIndex.aspx 
Latest news 
14 June 2018 
Nicaragua: Government must end violence and reinstate political dialogue, say UN 
experts 
 
 
SRSG/SVC Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in 
Conflict [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.un.org/sexualviolenceinconflict/media/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified 
 
 
UN OCHA [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.unocha.org/media-centre/press-releases 
Selected Press Releases 
15 June 2018 
During first visit, Emergency Relief Coordinator Mark Lowcock applauds Spain’s 
humanitarian diplomacy 
 
14 June 2018 
UN humanitarian chief commends Sweden for “outstanding humanity and 
international solidarity” 
 
 
Centre for Humanitarian Data/HDX  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://centre.humdata.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 

http://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/hrc/pages/hrcindex.aspx
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRC/Pages/CRCIndex.aspx
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/ChildrenIndex.aspx
https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/virtual-library/press-release-archive/
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Health/Pages/SRRightHealthIndex.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23201&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23201&LangID=E
http://www.un.org/sexualviolenceinconflict/media/press-releases/
https://www.unocha.org/media-centre/press-releases
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/during-first-visit-emergency-relief-coordinator-mark-lowcock-applauds-spain-s
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/during-first-visit-emergency-relief-coordinator-mark-lowcock-applauds-spain-s
https://reliefweb.int/report/sweden/un-humanitarian-chief-commends-sweden-outstanding-humanity-and-international
https://reliefweb.int/report/sweden/un-humanitarian-chief-commends-sweden-outstanding-humanity-and-international
https://centre.humdata.org/
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UNICEF  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.unicef.org/media/ 
Selected Press Releases/Reports 
No new digest content identified…most recent press release dated 15 May 2018] 
 
 
UNHCR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/media-centre.html 
Briefing Notes 
First monsoons sweep Bangladesh refugee settlements amid ongoing emergency response 12 
Jun 2018 
 
UNHCR assessing urgent humanitarian needs of Guatemalans affected by volcano 12 Jun 2018 
 
Press releases and news comments 
Angelina Jolie visits Mosul, urges world not to forget the people of the city and warns of the 
danger of delay in reconstruction and recovery 16 Jun 2018 
 
Spokesperson’s comment on Lebanon 12 Jun 2018 
 
UN High Commissioner for Refugees Grandi urges fair and coherent approach to European 
asylum policies 12 Jun 2018 
 
 
IOM / International Organization for Migration [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.iom.int/press-room/press-releases 
Selected Announcements 
IOM Urges Restraint, Calls for Protection of Migrants in Hodeidah Operation 
2018-06-15 01:26 
   Sana’a – The military offensive on Yemen’s busy port city of Hodeidah, which began 
yesterday (13/08), is putting the lives of 600,000 people at risk. 
 
IOM Director General Welcomes Spain’s Offer of Safe Harbour for Migrants Aboard 
Aquarius  
2018-06-12 10:56 
   Geneva – IOM, the UN Migration Agency has welcomed the decision by Spain to offer a safe 
harbour to over six hundred migrants – including scores of children and seven pregnant women 
– who have been waiting aboard a rescue vessel since Sunday (10/06) 
 
Conditions Deteriorate in Bangladesh’s Rohingya Refugee Camps as Torrential Rain 
Continues 
2018-06-12 10:47 
   Cox’s Bazar – Conditions in the Rohingya refugee camps of southern Bangladesh are further 
deteriorating as torrential rains that began on Saturday (09/06) continue to trigger landslides 
and flooding. Humanitarian agencies reported some 29 incidents in the camps yesterday  
 
UN Migration Agency: “Remittance Flows Can Be an Economic and Social Lifeline for 
Migrant Families”  
2018-06-12 10:45 

https://www.unicef.org/media/
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/media-centre.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/briefing/2018/6/5b1f88f94/first-monsoons-sweep-bangladesh-refugee-settlements-amid-ongoing-emergency.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/briefing/2018/6/5b1f8a084/unhcr-assessing-urgent-humanitarian-needs-guatemalans-affected-volcano.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2018/6/5b25070b4/angelina-jolie-visits-mosul-urges-world-forget-people-city-warns-danger.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2018/6/5b25070b4/angelina-jolie-visits-mosul-urges-world-forget-people-city-warns-danger.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2018/6/5b1f9ab04/spokespersons-comment-on-lebanon.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2018/6/5b1fec094/un-high-commissioner-refugees-grandi-urges-fair-coherent-approach-european.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2018/6/5b1fec094/un-high-commissioner-refugees-grandi-urges-fair-coherent-approach-european.html
http://www.iom.int/press-room/press-releases
http://www.iom.int/news/iom-urges-restraint-calls-protection-migrants-hodeidah-operation
http://www.iom.int/news/iom-director-general-welcomes-spains-offer-safe-harbour-migrants-aboard-aquarius
http://www.iom.int/news/iom-director-general-welcomes-spains-offer-safe-harbour-migrants-aboard-aquarius
http://www.iom.int/news/conditions-deteriorate-bangladeshs-rohingya-refugee-camps-torrential-rain-continues
http://www.iom.int/news/conditions-deteriorate-bangladeshs-rohingya-refugee-camps-torrential-rain-continues
http://www.iom.int/news/un-migration-agency-remittance-flows-can-be-economic-and-social-lifeline-migrant-families
http://www.iom.int/news/un-migration-agency-remittance-flows-can-be-economic-and-social-lifeline-migrant-families
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   Geneva – International Day of Family Remittances will be celebrated this Saturday (16/06). 
To mark the occasion, IOM, the UN Migration Agency, wishes to highlight the development 
potential of financial and social links that tie migrants to their loved ones back at home. 
 
UN Migration Agency Launches Report on Indigenous Venezuelans Migration to 
Brazil 
2018-06-12 10:41 
   Brasilia - How do migration law and indigenous rights interplay? What rights do indigenous 
migrants have when reaching a foreign land? These are some of the questions addressed in the 
report Legal Aspects of the Assistance to Indigenous Migrants from Venezuela to Brazil,... 

 
 
UNAIDS [to 16 Jun 2018]  
http://www.unaids.org/en 
Feature story 
South Sudan: raising the profile of HIV in humanitarian contexts 
15 June 2018 
   In South Sudan, 7 million people are in need of humanitarian assistance and 5 million people 
need access to health services, including HIV prevention and treatment services. In this 
context, AIDS does not stand in isolation; rather, it is an entry point for social transformation. 
This was the message of Michel Sidibé, UNAIDS Executive Director, during his recent visit to the 
country. 
 
Feature story 
Celebrating the life of Calle Almedal 
13 June 2018 
   UNAIDS is remembering the life and work of Calle Almedal, UNAIDS Senior Adviser on 
Partnerships with Civil Society and Faith-Based Organizations from 1997 to 2007. He was born 
in Sweden in 1945 and died on 7 June 2018 following a long battle with cancer. 
“Calle Almedal was an outstanding professional, a passionate advocate and a personal friend 
and colleague. His legacy lives on in the lives of people of faith and of no faith in every corner 
of the world,” said Michel Sidibé, the Executive Director of UNAIDS. 
 
Feature story 
Luxembourg committed to accelerating the AIDS response in western and central 
Africa 
11 June 2018 
   The Government of Luxembourg has announced that it will renewal its €1 million contribution 
to UNAIDS for the western and central Africa catch-up plan, with the funds focused on 
paediatric care and treatment and human rights. Launched in December 2016, the western and 
central Africa catch-up plan aims to ensure that 4.5 million people living with HIV in the region 
will have access to HIV treatment by 2020 
 
 
WHO & Regional Offices [to 16 Jun 2018] 
WHO certifies Paraguay malaria-free 
11 June 2018  
News Release 
San José / Geneva 
   The World Health Organization (WHO) today certified Paraguay as having eliminated malaria, 
the first country in the Americas to be granted this status since Cuba in 1973… 

http://www.iom.int/news/un-migration-agency-launches-report-indigenous-venezuelans-migration-brazil
http://www.iom.int/news/un-migration-agency-launches-report-indigenous-venezuelans-migration-brazil
http://www.unaids.org/en
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2018/june/south-sudan-raising-the-profile-of-hiv-in-humanitarian-contexts
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2018/june/celebrating-the-life-of-calle-almedal
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2018/june/luxembourg-committed
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2018/june/luxembourg-committed
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/11-06-2018-who-certifies-paraguay-malaria-free
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   In 2016, WHO identified Paraguay as one of 21 countries with the potential to eliminate 
malaria by 2020. Through the “E-2020 initiative,” WHO is supporting these countries as they 
scale up activities to become malaria-free. Other E-2020 countries in the Americas include 
Belize, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Mexico and Suriname… 
 
:::::: 
 
WHO Regional Offices 
Selected Press Releases, Announcements 
WHO African Region AFRO     
Selected Featured News 
:: Measles outbreak confirmed in northern Sierra Leone  14 June 2018  
:: Yobe declares end of cholera, commends WHO’s leadership and coordination   13 June 2018  
:: Scale-up measures to reduce adverse events and increase immunization uptake in Nigeria 
13 June 2018  
:: Returning home after surviving Ebola in the Democratic Republic of the Congo  13 June 2018  
:: The Central African Republic prepares for Ebola response  12 June 2018  
 
WHO Region of the Americas PAHO 
:: Laboratory tests rule out the presence of wild and vaccine-derived poliovirus in the case of 
acute flaccid paralysis in Venezuela (06/15/2018)  
:: CDB and PAHO sign agreement to support mental health in aftermath of natural disasters 
(06/13/2018)  
:: Voluntary blood donation must be improved to ensure better patient outcomes (06/12/2018)  
:: WHO certifies Paraguay malaria-free (06/10/2018) 
 
WHO South-East Asia Region SEARO 
- No new announcements identified. 
 
WHO European Region EURO  
:: Policy dialogue on implementing 2030 Agenda held during Regional Director’s visit to 
Romania 08-06-2018  
:: New report reveals need for more humane, personalized approach in European Region’s long-
term institutions for adults with intellectual and psychosocial disabilities 06-06-2018  
:: Protect our environment, protect our health: World Environment Day 2018 05-06-2018 
 
WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region EMRO 
:: World Elder Abuse Awareness Day: alarmingly high rates of abuse in residential facilities 14-
06-2018  
:: European Working Group on Health in Climate Change supports countries in implementing 
key commitments 14-06-2018  
:: 2018 FIFA World Cup: protect your health and score! 13-06-2018  
:: Health payments are pushing people into poverty, even in high-income countries 12-06-2018 
 
WHO Western Pacific Region  
- No new announcements identified. 
 
 
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/2018/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 

http://www.afro.who.int/
http://www.afro.who.int/news/measles-outbreak-confirmed-northern-sierra-leone
http://www.afro.who.int/news/yobe-declares-end-cholera-commends-whos-leadership-and-coordination
http://www.afro.who.int/news/scale-measures-reduce-adverse-events-and-increase-immunization-uptake-nigeria
http://www.afro.who.int/news/returning-home-after-surviving-ebola-democratic-republic-congo
http://www.afro.who.int/news/central-african-republic-prepares-ebola-response
http://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=466&Itemid=40108&lang=en
https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14445&Itemid=1926&lang=en
https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14445&Itemid=1926&lang=en
https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14439&Itemid=1926&lang=en
https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14432&Itemid=1926&lang=en
https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14428&Itemid=1926&lang=en
http://www.searo.who.int/
http://www.euro.who.int/
http://www.euro.who.int/en/about-us/regional-director/news/news/2018/5/policy-dialogue-on-implementing-2030-agenda-held-during-regional-directors-visit-to-romania2
http://www.euro.who.int/en/about-us/regional-director/news/news/2018/5/policy-dialogue-on-implementing-2030-agenda-held-during-regional-directors-visit-to-romania2
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/noncommunicable-diseases/mental-health/news/news/2018/6/new-report-reveals-need-for-more-humane,-personalized-approach-in-european-regions-long-term-institutions-for-adult
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/noncommunicable-diseases/mental-health/news/news/2018/6/new-report-reveals-need-for-more-humane,-personalized-approach-in-european-regions-long-term-institutions-for-adult
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-and-health/pages/news/news/2018/6/protect-our-environment,-protect-our-health-world-environment-day-2019
http://www.emro.who.int/
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/Life-stages/healthy-ageing/news/news/2018/06/world-elder-abuse-awareness-day-alarmingly-high-rates-of-abuse-in-residential-facilities2
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-and-health/Climate-change/news/news/2018/6/european-working-group-on-health-in-climate-change-supports-countries-in-implementing-key-commitments2
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-and-health/Climate-change/news/news/2018/6/european-working-group-on-health-in-climate-change-supports-countries-in-implementing-key-commitments2
http://www.euro.who.int/en/countries/russian-federation/news/news/2018/6/2018-fifa-world-cup-protect-your-health-and-score!
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http://www.wpro.who.int/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/2018/
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UNFPA  United Nations Population Fund [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.unfpa.org/press/press-release 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UNDP  United Nations Development Programme [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter.html 
Selected Press Releases/Announcements 
UNDP, UNICEF, UNFPA and UN Women Welcome Sweden's Multi-Year Commitment 
to Core Funding 
   UNDP, UNICEF, UNFPA and UN Women welcome with appreciation the Government of 
Sweden’s decision to enter into multi-year core funding agreements with our agencies. These 
will enhance our ability to…  
Posted on June 12, 2018 
 
 
UN Division for Sustainable Development [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 

 
UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN)  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://unsdsn.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 

 

UN Statistical Commission :: UN Statistics Division  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/commission.htm 
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/ 
Launch of Open SDG Data Hub 
   As part of the Federated Information Systems for the SDGs initiatives presented at the 49th 
Session of the UN Statistical Commission, the Statistics Division has launched an Open SDG 
Data Hub to promote the exploration, analysis, and use of authoritative SDG data sources for 
evidence-based decision-making and reviews. It enables the presentation and dissemination of 
SDG data and statistics. It also makes the global SDG Indicators database readily available as 
geospatial data webservices, suitable for the production of maps and other data visualizations 
and analyses, and easy to download in multiple formats.  
 
 
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.unenvironment.org/  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UNISDR UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.unisdr.org/archive 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UN DESA  United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs  [to 16 Jun 2018] 

http://www.unfpa.org/press/press-release
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter.html
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http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/news-centre/news/2018/UNDP-UNICEF-UNFPA-AND-UN-WOMEN-WELCOME-MULTI-YEAR-COMMITMENT-FROM-SWEDEN.html
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/
http://unsdsn.org/news/
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/commission.htm
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/
https://unstats-undesa.opendata.arcgis.com/
https://www.unenvironment.org/
http://www.unisdr.org/archive
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https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news.html 
13 June 2018, New York  
New international day celebrates migrants’ contributions to sustainable 
development 
   The UN General Assembly on Tuesday unanimously proclaimed 16 June as the International 
Day of Family Remittances. The new observance will celebrate the vital contributions of 
migrants and their families to sustainable development. 
   In 2017, migrant workers sent an estimated $613 billion to their families back home of which 
$466 billion went to developing countries. Family remittances are a vital source of income for 
millions of migrant families across the world. Remittance flows, a source of private capital, are 
three times greater than official development assistance (ODA). 
   “The International Day of Family Remittances celebrates the positive contributions of 
international migrants to sustainable development,” said Bela Hovy, Chief of the Migration 
Section at UN DESA’s Population Division. “Migration drives economic growth, reduces 
inequalities and connects cultures. It is time we celebrate its benefits.” 
   Remittances contribute significantly to reducing poverty, promoting food security and 
facilitating access to education, health and adequate housing. Often a first step towards 
financial inclusion, these money transfers allow families to save and invest, boosting income 
and creating jobs… 
 
 
UNESCO  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://en.unesco.org/news 
06 June 2018 
International Conference of leaders and thinkers examines new perspectives for 
displaced heritage 
[See Week in Review above for more detail] 
 
 
UNODC United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/allpress.html?ref=fp 
13/06/2018 –  
At least 2.5 million migrants smuggled worldwide in 2016, says UNODC study 
[See Week in Review above for more detail] 
 
 
UN-HABITAT United Nations Human Settlements Programme  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://unhabitat.org/media-centre/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
FAO Food & Agriculture Organization [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.fao.org/news/archive/news-by-date/2018/en/ 
15-06-2018 
Fundamental shift in drought management needed in Near East and North Africa 
region 
   The UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has called for a fundamental shift in the way 
drought is perceived and managed in the Near East and North Africa region. The agency said in 
a new report issued today that a more pro-active approach based on the principles of risk 
reduction is needed to build greater resilience to droughts. 
 
Two FAO projects benefit from Belgium’s innovation funding 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news.html
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/intl-day-celebrates-migrants-contributions.html
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/intl-day-celebrates-migrants-contributions.html
http://en.unesco.org/news
https://en.unesco.org/news/international-conference-leaders-and-thinkers-examines-new-perspectives-displaced-heritage
https://en.unesco.org/news/international-conference-leaders-and-thinkers-examines-new-perspectives-displaced-heritage
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/allpress.html?ref=fp
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2018/June/at-least-2-5-million-migrants-smuggled-worldwide-in-2016--says-unodc-study.html
http://unhabitat.org/media-centre/news/
http://www.fao.org/news/archive/news-by-date/2018/en/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1140291/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1140291/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1140305/icode/
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   Thanks to an initiative sponsored by Belgium's Minister for Development Cooperation 
Alexander De Croo – geared to promote innovation – FAO was granted two million euros to 
broaden its fight against Fall Armyworm in Africa and restore agricultural productive activity in 
Gaza. 
14-06-2018 
 
New programme to boost soil productivity and reduce soil degradation in Africa 
   The United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and its Global Soil Partnership 
launched today a new programme to boost soil productivity and reduce soil degradation for 
greater food and nutrition security in Africa. The Afrisoils programme aims to increase soil 
productivity in 47 African countries by 30 percent, and reduce soil degradation by 25 percent in 
the next ten years. 
13-06-2018 
 
Child labour in agriculture is on the rise, driven by conflict and disasters 
   After years of steady decline, child labour in agriculture has started to rise again in recent 
years driven in part by an increase in conflicts and climate-induced disasters. This worrisome 
trend, not only threatens the wellbeing of millions of children, but also undermines efforts to 
end global hunger and poverty, warned FAO today as it observed World Day Against Child 
Labour. 
12-06-2018 
 
FAO helps countries lay the groundwork for climate-resilient initiatives 
    The UN Food and Agriculture Organization is supporting ten projects in countries in Africa, 
Asia, the Caribbean, Eastern Europe and South America to lay the groundwork for climate-
resilient adaptation initiatives, funded by the Green Climate Fund (GCF)’s Readiness 
Programme. 
11-06-2018 
 
 
ILO International Labour Organization  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/lang--en/index.htm 
Global Summit in Singapore 
The future we want depends on innovative policies, responsible business conduct 
and people-centred technology   
14 June 2018  
   ILO head says that “businesses have a central role to play in fighting the global scourge of 
forced labour”. 
 
World Day against Child Labour 
Kyrgyzstan: Looking for digital solutions to combat child labour   
12 June 2018  
   The ILO in Kyrgyzstan partnered with young information technology (IT) specialists to find 
ways of applying innovative digital technologies to help monitor child labour. 
 
Press release 
Economic policy cooperation necessary to address global challenges   
11 June 2018  
   Joint press release by Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel, IMF Managing Director Christine 
Lagarde, OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurría, ILO Director-General Guy Ryder, WTO Director-
General Roberto Azevêdo, World Bank Group Chief Executive Officer Kristalina Georgieva and 
AfDB President Akinwumi Adesina on the occasion of their meeting in Berlin on 11 June 2018. 

http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1140216/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1140078/icode/
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1140120/icode/
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http://www.ilo.org/moscow/news/WCMS_632218/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_632166/lang--en/index.htm
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333rd Governing Body 
ILO Governing Body elects Ambassador de la Puente Ribeyro as new chairperson   
09 June 2018  
   Ambassador de la Puente Ribeyro from Peru will head the International Labour Organization’s 
Executive Body for the period 2018-2019. 
 
 
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.icao.int/  
15/6/18 
Beijing Convention to enter into force on 1 July 2018 
   Pursuant to its recent ratification by the Government of Turkey, ICAO has announced that the 
Convention on the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Relating to International Civil Aviation, 
commonly referred to as the Beijing Convention, will enter into force on 1 July.  
   The new international treaty will help to modernize and reinforce the legal framework for 
aviation security, including through the criminalization of a variety of terrorist acts… 
 
 
IMO International Maritime Organization  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/Home.aspx 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
WMO World Meteorological Organization  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.unido.org/news-centre/news.html 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.iso.org/news_archive/x/ 
By Clare Naden on 13 June 2018  
New standard to improve safety in the nuclear sector  
   Improving safety is a key objective of most industries and boosting the quality of the products 
and services that contribute to safety is necessary to achieve it. The nuclear sector is set to 
benefit with a new ISO standard that does just that… ISO 19443, Quality management systems 
– Specific requirements for the application of ISO 9001:2015 by organizations in the supply 
chain of the nuclear energy sector supplying products and services important to nuclear safety 
(ITNS), will help to increase the safety culture in the sector and harmonize supplier 
assessments such as auditing. 
 
By Sandrine Tranchard on 12 June 2018  
New ISO standards for greener machine tools  
    When the topic of energy efficiency comes up, energy-efficient machine tools don’t 
immediately spring to mind. Yet machine tools contain motors and auxiliary components whose 
energy demand varies widely during machining operations. Happily, a new series of ISO 
standards can help measure energy supplied...  

http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_631925/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/Beijing-Convention-to-enter-into-force-on-1-July-2018.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/Home.aspx
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release
http://www.unido.org/news-centre/news.html
https://www.iso.org/news_archive/x/
https://www.iso.org/news/ref2296.html
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:19443:ed-1:v1:en
https://www.iso.org/news/ref2262.html
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   ISO 14955-1, Machine tools – Environmental evaluation of machine tools – Part 1: Design 
methodology for energy-efficient machine tools, addresses the energy efficiency of machine 
tools during their working life. It identifies the main functions and machine tool components 
that are responsible for energy demand during the use phase. These components are then 
compared with previous components or with the state-of-the-art for their future improvement. 
   ISO 14955-2, Machine tools – Environmental evaluation of machine tools – Part 2: Methods 
for measuring energy supplied to machine tools and machine tool components, supports the 
energy-saving design methodology according to ISO 14955-1 by providing practical methods for 
measuring the energy supplied to machine tools. 
 
 
UNWTO World Tourism Organization  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://media.unwto.org/news 
13 June 2018 
Innovation and digitalization top of European tourism agenda 
   Madrid, Spain, 13 June 2018 – The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) stressed the 
importance of tourism and technology providing opportunities for innovation and creating the 
jobs of the future, in its 63rd European Commission meeting held in Prague, Czech Republic 
(11-13 June 2018). 
 
 
WIPO  World Intellectual Property Organization [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
CBD  Convention on Biological Diversity [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.cbd.int/press-releases/  
No new digest content identified. 
 
:::::: 
 
USAID [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information 
Selected Press Releases 
Statement by Deputy Spokesperson Tom Babington on Funding for the White 
Helmets  
June 14, 2018 
   The President has authorized the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) to 
release approximately $6.25 million for the continuation of life-saving operations of the Syrian 
Civil Defense, more commonly known as the "White Helmets" -- an internationally renowned 
non-governmental organization composed of over 3,000 volunteer first-responders. 
 
U.S. Agency for International Development Administrator Mark Green's Remarks at 
InterAction Forum 2018  
June 14, 2018 
   We need your effective, innovative work in the field. We need your voice here in Washington, 
talking to Congress, talking to others about the need that you see and the work that you do. 
We need you, if you like what you see and read and hear, to support what we're trying to do in 
Transformation, which I believe will make us stronger, faster, and more effective, and I vow 
that it will make us better partners for all of you. 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:14955:-1:ed-2:v1:en
https://www.iso.org/standard/66354.html
http://media.unwto.org/news
http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2018-06-13/innovation-and-digitalization-top-european-tourism-agenda
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/
http://www.cbd.int/press-releases/
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases/jun-14-2018-statement-deputy-spokesperson-tom-babington-funding-white-helmets
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases/jun-14-2018-statement-deputy-spokesperson-tom-babington-funding-white-helmets
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases/jun-14-2018-administrator-mark-green-remarks-interaction-forum-2018
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases/jun-14-2018-administrator-mark-green-remarks-interaction-forum-2018
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   There is so much that we need to do, but there's also so much that we can do. But that will 
only happen if we partner closely, we keep talking, we share ideas, we work together to craft 
results. The world is on fire; we're the fire brigade. We're the ones who can truly make a 
difference. Thank you for everything that you've done, thank you for what you do, and, yes, 
thank you for what you're going to do. Thanks very much. 
 
U.S. Agency for International Development Middle East Bureau Senior Deputy 
Assistant Administrator Hallam H. Ferguson's Opening Remarks Before the House 
Foreign Affairs Committee Subcommittee on the Middle East and North Africa  
June 13, 2018 
   The Middle East and North Africa remain a key focus of U.S. foreign policy and national 
security priorities, particularly as we continue to fight against violent extremists. Despite the 
complex political, humanitarian, and development challenges in the region, we see 
opportunities for USAID's work in stabilization, economic and social development, and in 
protecting vulnerable communities. As you heard from Administrator Green in April, USAID's 
goal is to end the need for foreign assistance. There is no surer path to self-reliance than 
helping governments be more responsive to their citizens and more accountable in the 
management of public resources. To that end, the FY 2019 request will support democracy 
assistance programs that remain a fundamental element of how we help countries address 
critical development challenges. 
 
  
DFID  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-international-development 
Selected Press Releases 
Study points to new ways to reduce conflict in fragile states  
15 June 2018  DFID, FCO, MOD and SU  Press release 
   A major research project by the UK's Stabilisation Unit explores the vital role of political deal-
making in reducing violent conflict. 
 
Foreign Secretary & Naomi Campbell discuss girls' education  
15 June 2018  DFID and FCO   Press release 
 
UK aid gives emergency medical treatment to world’s poorest in deadly heatwave  
11 June 2018  DFID  Press release 
 
 
ECHO  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/en/news 
Selected Press Releases 
EU budget: Making the EU fit for its role as strong global actor 
14/06/2018 
   For the next long-term EU budget 2021-2027, the European Commission proposes to increase 
the external action budget to €123 billion, to significantly simplify its structure, and make it 
much more flexible and effective to address today's global...  
 
Statement by Commissioner for Humanitarian Aid and Crisis Management Christos 
Stylianides and High Representative/Vice-President Federica Mogherini on the 
latest developments around Hodeidah, Yemen 
13/06/2018 

https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases/jun-13-2018-middle-east-bureau-sdaa-hallam-ferguson-hfac-mena
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http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/statement-commissioner-humanitarian-aid-and-crisis-management-christos-stylianides-and-high_en
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   "The latest reports today confirmed the intensification of the military operations around the 
city and the port of Hodeidah.Hodeidah is one of the most densely populated areas in Yemen: 
an offensive on that city will have devastating consequences...  
 
EU provides emergency relief to flood victims in Sri Lanka 
12/06/2018 
   Following the devastating floods and landslides which struck Sri Lanka over the last weeks, 
the European Commission gave €160 000 in humanitarian funding to bring emergency 
assistance to the communities affected by the recent floods. Some 17 500...  
 
EU steps up its support to fight Ebola in the Democratic Republic of Congo 
12/06/2018 
   The European Commission will provide €1.8 million in humanitarian aid to support the 
ongoing response to the Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The funding 
brings the total EU response to Ebola so far in 2018 to € 3.43 million."...  
 
:::::: 
 
African Union [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.au.int/ 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
June 19, 2018  
High Level Launch of the Africa SDG Index and Dashboards 2018 Report  
 
June 13, 2018  
Statement of the Chairperson of the Commission of the African Union on the Summit 
between the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the United States of 
America  
 
June 12, 2018  
Statement of the Chairperson of the African Union Commission on the Fate of 
Stranded Migrants in the Mediterranean Sea  
 
 
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.asean.org/news 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
European Commission [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://europa.eu/rapid/search-result.htm?query=18&locale=en&page=1 
12/06/2018   
EU budget: Commission proposes major funding increase for stronger borders and 
migration    
   European Commission - Press release Brussels, 12 June 2018 For the next long-term EU 
budget 2021-2027, the Commission proposes to almost triple funding for migration and border 
management to €34.9 billion, as compared to €13 billion in the previous period.  
 

 

OECD  [to 16 Jun 2018] 

http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/eu-provides-emergency-relief-flood-victims-sri-lanka_en
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http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-4106_en.htm
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http://www.oecd.org/  
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
15-June-2018 
Action needed to tackle stalled social mobility  
- As income inequality has increased since the 1990s, social mobility has stalled, meaning that 
fewer people at the bottom have moved up while the richest have largely kept their fortunes. 
This has severe social, economic and political consequences, according to a new OECD report. 
 
A Broken Social Elevator? How to Promote Social Mobility says that given current levels of 
inequality and intergenerational earnings mobility, it could take at least five generations or 150 
years for the child of a poor family to reach the average income, on average across OECD 
countries. 
 
This ranges from just two to three generations in the Nordic countries to nine generations or 
more in some emerging economies. One in three children with a low earning father will also 
have low earnings, while for most of the other two-thirds upward mobility is limited to the 
neighbouring earnings group. 
 
“Too many people feel they are being left behind and their children have too few chances to get 
ahead,” said Gabriela Ramos, OECD Chief of Staff and Sherpa to the G20, who also oversees 
the OECD's Inclusive Growth Initiative. “We need to ensure that everyone has the opportunity 
to succeed, especially the most disadvantaged, and that growth becomes truly inclusive.” 
 
Across generations, earnings mobility prospects tend to be weaker in countries where income 
inequality is high, and stronger in countries where inequality is low. The Nordic countries 
combine low inequality with high mobility whereas Latin American countries and some emerging 
economies have high inequality but low mobility… 
 
 
Organization of American States (OAS)   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.oas.org/en/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.oic-oci.org/home/?lan=en 
14/06/2018 
OIC Welcomes UNGA Resolution on Protection of Palestinian People 
   The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) welcomed the resolution adopted during an 
emergency meeting of the UN General Assembly convened upon the request from the Arab and 
Islamic groups at the UN headquarters on 13 June 2018. 
 
 
Group of 77  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.g77.org/ 
Remarks on behalf of Group of 77 and China by the delegation of Egypt at the informal 
consultations on the Ministerial Declaration for the 2018 High-level Political Forum on 
Sustainable Development (New York, 14 June 2018) 
 
Statement on behalf of Group of 77 and China by Sameh Elkhishin, First Secretary of the 
Permanent Mission of Egypt to the United Nations, at the High-Level Event of the UN General 
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Assembly, entitled "Financing For SDGs-Breaking the Bottlenecks of Investment, from Policy to 
Impact" (New York, 11 June 2018) 
 
:::::: 
 
UNCTAD  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/AllPressRelease.aspx 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
World Customs Organization – WCO  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.wcoomd.org/ 
Selected Latest News  
12 June 2018  
Kiribati accedes to the Revised Kyoto Convention and becomes the 114th 
Contracting Party  
 
 
WTO - World Trade Organisation [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news_e.htm 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives] 
11 June 2018 
DDG Wolff: This is the time to renew the multilateral trading system 
   The multilateral trading system needs renewal periodically and this is the time for engaging in 
the necessary effort, said Deputy Director-General Alan Wolff in an address to the International 
Relations Committee of the European Central Bank in Frankfurt on 11 June. He concluded: 
“With good will and effort, the world trading system can be updated and improved. It is 
essential to do so in order to have an effective functioning WTO for the economic well-being of 
the world.”  
 
Merkel and leaders of six multilateral agencies call for enhanced global cooperation 
11 June 2018 
   German Chancellor Angela Merkel hosted a meeting with the heads of six multilateral 
agencies on 11 June in Berlin to discuss ways to foster international economic cooperation to 
address global challenges and improve the prospects for inclusive and sustainable growth. WTO 
Director-General Roberto Azevêdo attended the meeting, alongside the heads of the ILO, IMF, 
OECD, World Bank and the African Development Bank. A joint press release was issued at the 
end of the meeting.  
 
::::: 
 
IPU  Inter-Parliamentary Union   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.ipu.org/news/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
International Court of Justice  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.icj-cij.org/en/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
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International Criminal Court (ICC)  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
Trying individuals for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity 
https://www.icc-cpi.int/ 
13 June 2018 
Statement of the President of the Court in relation to the case of Mr Jean-Pierre 
Bemba Gombo  
   I have taken note of the Prosecutor's statement issued 13 June 2018 in relation to the 
judgment of the Appeals Chamber in the Bemba Case. 
   In the circumstances, I find it important to recall and underscore certain fundamental 
principles that underpin the functioning of the Court. It will continue to be the case that all 
judgments and decisions by the judges of the Court are taken in accordance with the 
fundamental principle of judicial independence, consistently with the solemn undertaking of 
each judge to perform his or her duties 'honourably, faithfully, impartially and conscientiously', 
as required by article 45 of the Rome Statute and Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure and 
Evidence. When judges acquit or convict, it is because those core principles direct them to do 
so. And it is hoped that it is consideration of those core principles that should guide any post-
judgment statements by a party or participant in the case – be it the Prosecutor, the Defence or 
Counsel for Victims. 
   While the senior management of the ICC will continue to endeavour to apply a 'one court' 
principle in purely budgetary and other administrative matters of concern to the Court, it is 
important to emphasise that this does not apply for the purposes of the Prosecutor's functions 
and responsibilities, and those of the Judiciary. They must remain separate and independent 
functions. 
 
12 June 2018 
Bemba et al. case: Trial Chamber VII Orders Interim Release for Mr Bemba 
Following Appeals Chamber Acquittal 
 
:::::: 
 
World Bank [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/all 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week]  
Global Migration Can Be a Potent Tool in the Fight to End Poverty Across the World—
New Report 
High-income destination countries could realize even bigger gains with efficient labor market 
policies  
Date: June 14, 2018 Type: Press Release 
[See Week in Review above for more detail] 
 
MDB Climate Finance Hit Record High of US$35.2 billion in 2017 
An increase of nearly 30 per cent on the previous year, boosting projects that help developing 
countries cut emissions and address climate risks.  
Date: June 13, 2018 Type: Press Release 
 
Panama Accord: Promoting Better Governance to Mobilize Finance for Development 
in Latin America & The Caribbean 
Sponsored by the World Bank Group, OAS and Government of Panama. Cuentas Claras 2018 - 
Transparent Government: Leveraging Private Sector Partnerships   Preamble Good governance 
and accountable institutions...  
Date: June 13, 2018 Type: Statement  
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World Bank Issues Sustainable Development Bond to Raise Awareness of Health 
and Nutrition of Women, Children, and Adolescents 
   The World Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, IBRD, Aaa/AAA) is 
launching an initiative to engage investors on the importance of investing in the health and 
nutrition of women...  
Date: June 12, 2018 Type: Press Release  
 
 
IMF  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.imf.org/en/News/Search?type=News+Article 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week]  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
African Development Bank Group  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/press-releases/ 
[We generally limit coverage to regional or Africa-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of 
country-level announcements are added each week] 
13/06/2018  
Promoting food security: African Development Bank approves US$ 15m equity 
investment in Africa Food Security Fund to boost agri-business in Africa 
   - In an effort to boost agri-business and enhance food security in Africa, the African 
Development Bank Board has approved a US$15 million equity investment in Africa Food 
Security Fund (AFSF), to support enterprises in agri-business SMEs and enhance food security 
in Africa. 
 
08/06/2018  
Stimulating Africa’s bond markets: African Development Bank approves US $10-
million equity investment in Financial Sector Deepening Fund 
   - To strengthen the capital base of local financial institutions and stimulate Africa’s corporate 
bond market, the African Development Bank has approved a US $10-million investment through 
its private-sector window in the Africa Financial Sector Deepening Fund being managed by 
Adventis Ltd as the fund manager. 
 
 
Asian Development Bank  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.adb.org/news/releases 
[We generally limit coverage to regional or Asia-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of 
country-level announcements are added each week] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.aiib.org/en/news-events/news/index.html 
[We generally limit coverage to regional or Asia-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of 
country-level announcements are added each week] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
IFAD International Fund for Agricultural Development  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
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https://www.ifad.org/web/latest/news 
13 Jun 2018 
International Day of Family Remittances: Working to build prosperity at home  
 
13 Jun 2018 
Invitation to bid: Project-Friendly Metrics and Technologies for Better Results in 
Nutrition-Sensitive Projects  
 
13 Jun 2018 
IFAD attracts business to climate smart investments  
 
12 Jun 2018 
New US$62.1 million grant to help boost rural enterprise sector in Mozambique  
 
11 Jun 2018 
Swedish government joins Rome-based UN agencies to discuss Agenda 2030 
climate change challenges  
 

 
*                       *                       *                        * 

 

:: INGO/Consortia/Joint Initiatives Watch 
   We will monitor media releases and other announcements around key initiatives, new 
research and major organizational change from a growing number of global NGOs, 
collaborations, and initiatives across the human rights, humanitarian response and development 
spheres of action.  WE will not reference fundraising announcements, programs, events or 
appeals, and generally not include content which is primarily photo-documentation or video in 
format. 
 
 
Action Contre la Faim – Action Against Hunger  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.actioncontrelafaim.org/en 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Amref Health Africa  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://amref.org/news/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Aravind Eye Care System  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.aravind.org/default/currentnewscontent 
No new digest content identified. 
 
  
BRAC  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.brac.net/#news 
June 14, 2018  
Disability-inclusive disaster risk management 
by Arefeen Ahmed  

https://www.ifad.org/web/latest/news
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/news-detail/asset/40323937
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/news-detail/asset/40324098
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/news-detail/asset/40324098
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/news-detail/asset/40322997
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/news-detail/asset/40321956
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/news-detail/asset/40319565
https://www.ifad.org/en/web/latest/news-detail/asset/40319565
http://www.actioncontrelafaim.org/en
http://amref.org/news/news/
http://amref.org/news/news/
http://www.aravind.org/default/currentnewscontent
http://www.brac.net/#news
http://blog.brac.net/leaving-no-one-behind-disability-inclusive-disaster-risk-management/
http://blog.brac.net/author/arefeen/
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   In the last decade, disasters have cost the global economy USD 520 billion and pushed 26 
million people into poverty. Certain groups, such as people with disabilities, have historically 
been disproportionately affected by natural hazards. 
   More than 700 participants from 32 countries gathered in Dhaka this May to attend the 2nd 
International Conference on Disability and Disaster Risk Management. The global platform 
brings together persons with disabilities, policy makers, activists, experts, and various other 
stakeholders to find practical ways and means to ensure disability inclusion in all disaster risk 
management efforts… 
 
June 12, 2018  
Weapons of mass pathogen destruction: Health workers combat TB and malaria 
by Farhan Patwary  
   An epidemic might be on the rise. Two of the world’s most lethal infectious diseases are being 
largely overlooked, but practically harboured within each household of the largest makeshift city 
in the world… 
 
 
CARE International  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases 
14th Jun 2018     
Joint INGO Statement in the Event of an Escalation on Hodeidah 
 
13th Jun 2018     
CARE: “Attack on Hodeidah multiplies horror and death in Yemen” 
   As the offensive on the key Yemeni port of Hodeidah has begun, CARE International in 
Yemen warns that this will have a catastrophic impact on the civilian population. The civil war in 
Yemen has already cost the lives of more than 10,000 people and is labelled as today’s worst 
humanitarian ... 
 
11th Jun 2018     
Reactive - displacement in Syria in 2018 
   The UN has announced today that nearly a million people have been displaced in Syria during 
the first four months of 2018, the highest level in the seven-year conflict 
 
 
Clubhouse International  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.clubhouse-intl.org/news.html 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Danish Refugee Council  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.drc.dk/news 
14.06.2018 
Annual report reflects growing needs 
   The turnover of the Danish Refugee Council (DRC) set a new record in 2017. The activities of 
the organization amounted to nearly 420 million Euros. This was an increase of nearly 10 
percent compared to 2016 and it reflects the increased needs of refugees and internally 
displaced persons around the globe. 
 
12.06.2018 
Joint INGO statement on the escalation of violence on Hodeidah 

http://blog.brac.net/weapons-of-mass-pathogen-destruction-health-workers-combating-tb-and-malaria/
http://blog.brac.net/author/farhanpatwary/
http://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases
https://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases/joint-ingo-statement-in-the-event-of-an-escalation-on-hodeidah-1
https://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases/care-attack-on-hodeidah-multiplies-horror-and-death-in-yemen
https://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases/reactive-displacement-in-syria-in-2018
http://www.clubhouse-intl.org/news.html
https://www.drc.dk/news
https://www.drc.dk/news/annual-report-reflects-growing-needs
https://www.drc.dk/news/joint-ngo-proactive-on-the-escalation-of-violence-on-hodeidah
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    International aid groups working in Yemen today expressed outrage at the loss of human life 
that has resulted from a military assault on Hodeidah city and its port and accused the attackers 
of a total disregard for human suffering. 
 
   
ECPAT  [to 16 Jun 2018]  
http://www.ecpat.net/news 
12 JUNE 2018, Bogotá, Colombia 
Summit concludes with renewed commitment to protecting children in travel and 
tourism 
A summit of more than 400 participants from 25 countries wrapped up on Thursday, after 
delegates agreed on a ground-breaking pledge to tackle travelling child sex offenders. 
   International hotels and other travel businesses had been meeting with governments, NGOs 
and the UN to discuss ways of tackling the sexual exploitation of children in travel and tourism, 
a problem that has expanded exponentially in recent years across the globe in tandem with the 
growing travel industry… 
 
 
Fountain House  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.fountainhouse.org/about/news-press 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Humanity & Inclusion  [nee Handicap International]  [to 16 Jun 2018]  
http://www.handicap-international.us/press_releases 
June 11, 2018  
Violence in Gaza: HI demands protection for most vulnerable  
   Another day of demonstrations rocked Gaza on Friday June 8, resulting in more than 500 new 
injuries, according to early estimates. Since demonstrations began last March on the border 
between Gaza and Israel, at least 128 people have been killed, and more than 13,900 people 
injured, half of whom required hospitalization, according to the World Health Organisation’s 
data through June 3. Among the people injured, 3,778 have live ammunition gunshot injuries, 
1,191 are children, and 2,604 had lower limb injuries.  
   Present in Gaza since 1996, Humanity & Inclusion has mobilized its local, 40-person 
emergency team to help injured people who are discharged early from overcrowded hospitals. 
These rehabilitation teams will case manage more than 1,500 casualties in the coming months. 
They benefit from access to medical equipment that HI pre-positioned in Gaza. 
   "The patients we visit at home have suffered massive tibial destruction, torn tissue and 
pulverized bone that are comparable to war injuries," says Bruno Leclercq, Head of HI's 
operations in Palestine. Recovery is long and requires months or years of surgery, physical 
therapy and rehabilitation. 
   HI is alarmed by the increasingly precarious situation experienced by the most vulnerable 
people—women, children, older people and people with disabilities. These individuals are 
suffering the direct consequences of recurring conflicts, travel restrictions and run-down 
medical facilities. Problems accessing healthcare, medicine, drinking water and electricity—
available for less than two hours a day—weigh more heavily on the most vulnerable families 
when the situation takes a turn for the worse… 
 
 
Heifer International  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.heifer.org/about-heifer/press/press-releases.html 
No new digest content identified. 

http://www.ecpat.net/news
http://www.ecpat.org/news/summit-concludes-with-renewed-commitment-to-halting-traveling-child-sex-offenders/
http://www.ecpat.org/news/summit-concludes-with-renewed-commitment-to-halting-traveling-child-sex-offenders/
http://www.fountainhouse.org/about/news-press
http://www.handicap-international.us/press_releases
http://www.hi-us.org/violence_in_gaza_hi_demands_protection_for_most_vulnerable
http://www.emro.who.int/images/stories/palestine/documents/WHO-Health-Cluster-Special-SitRep-4-June_final.pdf?ua=1
http://www.emro.who.int/images/stories/palestine/documents/WHO-Health-Cluster-Special-SitRep-4-June_final.pdf?ua=1
http://www.heifer.org/about-heifer/press/press-releases.html
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HelpAge International  [to 16 Jun 2018]  
http://www.helpage.org/newsroom/press-room/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 

 
ICRC  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.icrc.org/en/whats-new   
Selected News Releases, Statements, Reports   
13-06-2018 | News release  
Statement on Yemen: Push for Hodeida will exacerbate catastrophic humanitarian 
situation 
   A statement from Robert Mardini, the regional director for the Near and Middle East for the 
ICRC, on the situation in Hodeida, Yemen.  
 
Annual Report 2017 
   The Annual Report 2017 is an account of the field activities the ICRC conducted worldwide 
over the year. 
13-06-2018 | Report  
 
 
IFRC   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://media.ifrc.org/ifrc/news/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
IRC  International Rescue Committee  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.rescue.org/press-release-index 
Selected Press Releases & Statements 
Press Release 
IRC Statement on 2,000 Child Separations 
June 15, 2018  
 
Statement  
David Miliband: “The attack on Hodeidah is an attack on the political and diplomatic 
process to bring peace to Yemen"    
June 13, 2018  
 
Press Release  
IRC condemns asylum decision, abandonment of victims of gang- and gender-based 
violence 
June 12, 2018  
 
Statement  
David Miliband statement on Hodeidah, Yemen 
June 12, 2018  
 
Press Release  
Yemen: imminent attack on port city will lead to catastrophic humanitarian disaster 
June 10, 2018  
 

http://www.helpage.org/newsroom/press-room/press-releases/
https://www.icrc.org/en/whats-new
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/statement-yemen-push-hodeida-will-exacerbate-catastrophic-humanitarian-situation
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/statement-yemen-push-hodeida-will-exacerbate-catastrophic-humanitarian-situation
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/annual-report-2017
http://media.ifrc.org/ifrc/news/press-releases/
http://www.rescue.org/press-release-index
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/irc-statement-2000-child-separations
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/david-miliband-attack-hodeidah-attack-political-and-diplomatic-process-bring-peace
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/david-miliband-attack-hodeidah-attack-political-and-diplomatic-process-bring-peace
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/irc-condemns-asylum-decision-abandonment-victims-gang-and-gender-based-violence
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/irc-condemns-asylum-decision-abandonment-victims-gang-and-gender-based-violence
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/david-miliband-statement-hodeidah-yemen
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/yemen-imminent-attack-port-city-will-lead-catastrophic-humanitarian-disaster
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IRCT  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.irct.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Islamic Relief   [to 16 Jun 2018]  
http://www.islamic-relief.org/ 
Latest News 
Attacks on Hodeida will cut off lifeline for millions of Yemenis 
   islamic Relief is gearing up its operations in Yemen to deal with the potential for a significant 
increase in suffering and displacement of people as a consequence of today’s devastating 
escalation in Hodeida. 
 
Statement on the attack of Hodeida port 
   Islamic Relief Worldwide is deeply concerned at the recent escalation of hostilities in Yemen, 
around Hodeida, after a vessel used by the U.N. World Food Programme (WFP) was attacked 
after delivering a shipment into the port. 
 
 
Landsea   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.landesa.org/press-and-media-categories/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Medecins du Monde   [to 16 Jun 2018]  
http://www.medecinsdumonde.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
MSF/Médecins Sans Frontières  [to 16 Jun 2018]  
http://www.msf.org/en/updates 
11 June 2018 
Jordan: Lack of patients forces closure of Ramtha surgical project 
   Amman - After more than four years of emergency lifesaving activities in which over 2,700 
war-wounded Syrians underwent medical treatment, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) has taken 
the difficult decision to close the Ramtha surgical project in northern Jordan. The decision came 
in light of the sharp decrease in the number of wounded Syrians referred from southern Syria to 
Ramtha hospital since a de-escalation zone was established in July 2017. 
 
 
Mercy Corps [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Operation Smile  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.operationsmile.org/press-office 
 
Posted 6/13/2018  
Operation Smile Takes Top Honor at Telly Awards  
Press Release  

http://www.irct.org/
http://www.islamic-relief.org/
https://www.islamic-relief.org/hodeida-attacks-cut-lifeline-for-millions/
https://www.islamic-relief.org/statement-hodeida-port/
http://www.landesa.org/press-and-media-categories/press-releases/
http://www.medecinsdumonde.org/
http://www.msf.org/en/updates
http://www.msf.org/en/article/jordan-lack-patients-forces-closure-ramtha-surgical-project
http://www.msf.org/en/where-we-work/jordan
http://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases
http://www.operationsmile.org/press-office
https://www.operationsmile.org/press-release/operation-smile-takes-top-honor-telly-awards
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The Telly Awards honors excellence in video and television across all screens.  
 
Program Schedule 
Here’s what we’re doing worldwide to make a difference in the lives of children who deserve 
every opportunity for safe surgical care.  
 
 
OXFAM [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases 
14 June 2018 
Children abused and illegally returned at French-Italian border 
   Children as young as 12 are being abused, detained and illegally returned to Italy by French 
border guards, according to a new report by Oxfam. 
 
12 June 2018 
Oxfam provides desperately needed food in DR Congo's Ebola outbreak 
   Oxfam has started to provide desperately needed food to thousands of people caught up in 
the Ebola outbreak in  
 
11 June 2018 
Oxfam: Hodeida offensive must be stopped to save lives and the chance for peace 
   The UN and NGOs received warnings over the weekend for staff to evacuate Hodeida by 
Tuesday ahead of the offensive, affirming the humanitarian community’s worst fears for Yemen. 
With thousands of lives at stake, peace is urgently needed now. 
 
 
Norwegian Refugee Council   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.nrc.no/ 
Published 13. Jun 2018  
Nearly impossible to close Dadaab 
Eline Anker  
   It has proven nearly impossible for the Kenyan government to quickly close the third largest 
refugee camp in the world. Meanwhile, fewer people have chosen to return to Somalia so far in 
2018, compounding the issue.  
 
Published 12. Jun 2018  
Thousands of children out of school 
   Boko Haram's violence and armed counter-offensives have prevented thousands of children 
from receiving an education in Far North Cameroon. The Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) is 
concerned that the ongoing conflict in the region is jeopardising the future of children and 
exposing them to recruitment by extremist groups or criminal gangs.  
 
 
Pact  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.pactworld.org/ 
June 12, 2018 
Pact's new documentary film reveals progress in the fight against child labor in 
Democratic Republic of the Congo  
   On June 12, World Day Against Child Labor, Pact, an international development organization, 
debuted its first short documentary film revealing on-the-ground... 
 
 

http://www.operationsmile.org/approach/program-schedule
http://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases
https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases/2018-06-14/children-abused-and-illegally-returned-french-italian-border
https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases/2018-06-12/oxfam-provides-desperately-needed-food-dr-congos-ebola-outbreak
https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases/2018-06-11/oxfam-hodeida-offensive-must-be-stopped-save-lives-and-chance
http://www.nrc.no/
https://www.nrc.no/news/2018/june/nearly-impossible-to-close-dadaab-new-page/
https://www.nrc.no/news/2018/june/thousands-of-children-out-of-school/
http://www.pactworld.org/
http://www.pactworld.org/news/pacts-new-documentary-film-reveals-progress-fight-against-child-labor-democratic-republic-congo
http://www.pactworld.org/news/pacts-new-documentary-film-reveals-progress-fight-against-child-labor-democratic-republic-congo
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Partners In Health  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.pih.org/blog 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
PATH  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.path.org/news/index.php 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Plan International  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://plan-international.org/about-plan/resources/media-centre  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Save The Children [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.savethechildren.net/news 
Friday 15 June 2018  
On Day of the African Child, childhoods remain threatened across East and Southern 
Africa  
Conflict, poverty and gender bias create toxic environments for children  
   The Day of the African Child champions the protection and rights of African Children. It 
commemorates the bravery of the youth who lost their lives through massacre against the 
Apartheid government in 1976. The Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the then 
OAU (now African Union) set a side 16th June as the Day of the African Child.  
 
Thursday 14 June 2018  
New EU reception conditions directive step forward in protecting children  
   Today the European Parliament, Council and Commission provisionally agreed on a new 
reception conditions directive as part of the Common European Asylum System. The directive 
sets out the standards for reception of asylum-seekers all EU member states should achieve. It 
is key to ensure that asylum-seeking children are safe and protected as soon as they arrive. 
 
 
SOS-Kinderdorf International  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/about-sos/press/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Tostan  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.tostan.org 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Women for Women International  [to 16 Jun 2018]  
http://www.womenforwomen.org/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
World Vision  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://wvi.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 

http://www.pih.org/blog
http://www.path.org/news/index.php
http://plan-international.org/about-plan/resources/media-centre
https://www.savethechildren.net/news
https://www.savethechildren.net/article/day-african-child-childhoods-remain-threatened-across-east-and-southern-africa
https://www.savethechildren.net/article/day-african-child-childhoods-remain-threatened-across-east-and-southern-africa
https://www.savethechildren.net/article/new-eu-reception-conditions-directive-step-forward-protecting-children
http://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/about-sos/press/press-releases
http://www.tostan.org/latest-news
http://www.womenforwomen.org/press-releases
http://wvi.org/newsroom
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::::: 
 
Center for Media Ethics and Responsibility/CMFR   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://cmfr-phil.org/media-ethics-responsibility/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Electronic Frontiers Foundation 
https://www.eff.org/ 
June 12, 2018 
70+ Internet Luminaries Ring the Alarm on EU Copyright Filtering Proposal 
By Danny O'Brien and Jeremy Malcolm 
Vint Cerf, Tim Berners-Lee, and Dozens of Other Computing Experts Oppose Article 13 
   As Europe's latest copyright proposal heads to a critical vote on June 20-21, more than 70 
Internet and computing luminaries have spoken out against a dangerous provision, Article 13, 
that would require Internet platforms to automatically filter uploaded content. The group, which 
includes Internet pioneer Vint Cerf, the inventor of the World Wide Web Tim Berners-Lee, 
Wikipedia co-founder Jimmy Wales, co-founder of the Mozilla Project Mitchell Baker, Internet 
Archive founder Brewster Kahle, cryptography expert Bruce Schneier, and net neutrality expert 
Tim Wu, wrote in a joint letter that was released today… 
 
 
Freedom House [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://freedomhouse.org/news 
Selected Press Releases, Statements, Research 
Press Releases 
Ukraine: Urgent Need for Authorities to End Impunity for Radical Violence 
June 14, 2018 
    A rise in violent incidents initiated by radical groups targeting ethnic and religious minorities, 
feminists, LGBT people, and other communities should prompt an effective response by 
Ukraine's government. 
 
Joint Letters 
Joint Letter: Urgent Need for Ukrainian Authorities to End Impunity for Radical 
Violence 
June 13, 2018 
 
 
Transparency International  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.transparency.org/news/pressreleases/ 
11 Jun 2018  
Panamanian authorities must ensure extradited former president faces justice 
   - As former president of Panama Ricardo Martinelli returns to his home country today 
following his extradition from the United States, Transparency International urges authorities to 
ensure that he is kept in detention and tried in a fair process for the full extent of his alleged 
crimes.  
 
::::: 
 
ChildFund Alliance  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://childfundalliance.org/ 

http://cmfr-phil.org/media-ethics-responsibility/
https://www.eff.org/
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/06/internet-luminaries-ring-alarm-eu-copyright-filtering-proposal
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/04/european-copyright-law-isnt-great-it-could-soon-get-lot-worse
https://www.eff.org/files/2018/06/13/article13letter.pdf
https://freedomhouse.org/news
https://freedomhouse.org/article/ukraine-urgent-need-authorities-end-impunity-radical-violence
https://freedomhouse.org/article/joint-letter-urgent-need-ukrainian-authorities-end-impunity-radical-violence
https://freedomhouse.org/article/joint-letter-urgent-need-ukrainian-authorities-end-impunity-radical-violence
http://www.transparency.org/news/pressreleases/
https://www.transparency.org/news/pressrelease/panamanian_authorities_must_ensure_extradited_former_president_faces_justic
https://childfundalliance.org/
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June 15, 2018    
ChildFund International Joins World Cup Campaign to #PassTheHappiness to Teens 
Where It’s Needed Most  
by ChildFund International    
 
June 13, 2018    
ChildFund Alliance welcomes the adoption of Security Council resolution on role of 
youth in negotiating and implementing peace agreements  
by Diana Quick    
Statements    
   ChildFund Alliance welcomes the adoption of Security Council resolution 2419 (2018), which 
calls for increasing the role of youth in negotiating and implementing peace agreements. The 
resolution, adopted on 6 June by a unanimous vote, recognizes that the marginalization of 
youth is detrimental to building sustainable peace and countering violent extremism. 
   “ChildFund strongly believes that child and youth participation is key to building stronger, 
safer communities,” said Meg Gardinier, Secretary General of ChildFund Alliance. “Child [and by 
extension youth] participation is one of the core principles of the Convention on the Rights of 
the Child, which asserts that children and young people have the right to freely express their 
views and that there is an obligation to listen to children’s views and to facilitate their 
participation in all matters affecting them.”… 
 
 
CONCORD  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://concordeurope.org/news-and-events/ 
Jun 14, 2018 
EU budget: development aid blended with foreign policy objectives 
   Today, the European Commission has released the legal framework for the external funding 
instruments of the future EU budget (MFF 2021-2027). CONCORD, the European Confederation 
of Development NGOs, raises concerns that unproven investment schemes and migration 
control will overshadow the EU’s commitments to promote human rights, sustainable 
development and the fight against poverty.   
 
Jun 12, 2018 
Reaction to Aquarius case: We stand for a Europe of global solidarity with migrants 
crossing the Mediterranean 
   Brussels 12/06/2018 –  The Migration experts of CONCORD Europe, the European 
Confederation of Development NGOs, strongly condemn the decision of the Italian government 
to close the harbours for the reception of migrants rescued in the Mediterranean and ask all 
Member States to share the reception by opening their harbours, as done by the Spanish 
government, and by opening new regular pathways. 
 
 
Disasters Emergency Committee  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.dec.org.uk/media-centre 
 [Action Aid, Age International, British Red Cross, CAFOD, Care International, Christian Aid, 
Concern Worldwide, Islamic Relief, Oxfam, Plan UK, Save the Children, Tearfund and World  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
The Elders  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://theelders.org/news-media 
Press release 13 June 2018  

https://childfundalliance.org/news-and-views/blog/401-childfund-international-joins-world-cup-campaign-to-passthehappiness-to-teens-where-it-s-needed-most
https://childfundalliance.org/news-and-views/blog/401-childfund-international-joins-world-cup-campaign-to-passthehappiness-to-teens-where-it-s-needed-most
https://childfundalliance.org/news-and-views/statements/398-childfund-alliance-welcomes-the-adoption-of-security-council-resolution-on-role-of-youth-in-negotiating-and-implementing-peace-agreements
https://childfundalliance.org/news-and-views/statements/398-childfund-alliance-welcomes-the-adoption-of-security-council-resolution-on-role-of-youth-in-negotiating-and-implementing-peace-agreements
http://concordeurope.org/news-and-events/
https://concordeurope.org/2018/06/14/eu-budget-legal-framework-external-instruments-reaction/
https://concordeurope.org/2018/06/12/reaction-aquarius-situation/
https://concordeurope.org/2018/06/12/reaction-aquarius-situation/
http://www.dec.org.uk/media-centre
http://theelders.org/news-media
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The Elders urge US, DPRK to build on Singapore summit with hard work for peace 
   The Elders welcome the historic summit and call on both parties to continue serious 
engagement to make progress towards full denuclearisation of the Korean Peninsula. 
 
 
END Fund   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://end.org/media-hub/ 
Selected Press Releases and Major Announcements 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Evidence Aid   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
www.evidenceaid.org  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Gavi [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.gavi.org/library/news/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Global Fund [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/news/?topic=&type=NEWS;&country= 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Hilton Prize Coalition [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://prizecoalition.charity.org/ 
An Alliance of Hilton Prize Recipients 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
ICVA - International Council of Voluntary Agencies   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://icvanetwork.org/ 
June, 2018 
Fifth formal consultations Towards the Global Compact on Refugees - NGO 
statements  
 
May, 2018 
Cash Coordination in Humanitarian Response - NGO Position Paper  
 
 
INEE – an international network for education in emergencies   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.ineesite.org/en/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
InterAction  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.interaction.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
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Start Network [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.start-network.org/news-blog/#.U9U_O7FR98E 
No new digest content identified. 
 
:::::: 
 
 
3ie  International Initiative for Impact Evaluation [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.3ieimpact.org/en/about/ 
3ie-supported systematic review informs DFID’s research agenda for the new 
Disabilities Inclusive Development Programme 
A 3ie-supported systematic review on community-based rehabilitation has informed DFID’s 
research agenda for its new Disabilities Inclusive Development Programme. DFID cited it in 
determining the scope of its research programme component and the priority research areas. It 
has also recommended that researchers review the sampling and methods used in this review 
to inform their research designs. 
 
3ie’s new research transparency policy: feedback welcome 3ie has always been strongly 
committed to research transparency and open access to data. Our newly launched research 
transparency policy articulates our commitment and aligns our policy with the transparency 
policies of our key funders. We view this policy as a living document. If you have feedback or 
questions, please write to 3ie@3ieimpact.org, with ‘RTP feedback’ in the subject line. 
  
Global launch: New 3ie synthesis of community-driven development effectiveness 
evidence  
   We launched our new working paper on community-driven development with presentations 
by the authors, Radhika Menon (3ie) and Howard White (Campbell Collaboration) at USAID, the 
World Bank and the Millennium Challenge Corporation and at Delhi Evidence Week. They 
focused findings about how these programmes have evolved over the years and what their 
impact has been (read the report here and the brief here). The events gave us an opportunity 
to engage with people who had worked on some of the community-driven development or 
reconstruction programmes included in the evidence synthesis, which added valuable 
perspectives. 
 
 
Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action 
(ALNAP)     [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.alnap.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
CHS Alliance  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://chsalliance.org/news-events/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Development Initiatives   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://devinit.org/news/ 
Jun 13, 2018 
What do the 2018/2019 national budget estimates mean for Kenya's poorest 
households? 
News  

http://www.start-network.org/news-blog/#.U9U_O7FR98E
http://www.3ieimpact.org/en/about/
http://www.3ieimpact.org/media/filer_public/2016/07/12/sr18-cbr-review.pdf
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http://www.3ieimpact.org/en/evaluation/research-transparency/
http://www.3ieimpact.org/media/filer_public/2018/04/16/3ie-policy-research-transparency-policy.pdf
http://www.3ieimpact.org/media/filer_public/2018/04/16/3ie-policy-research-transparency-policy.pdf
mailto:3ie@3ieimpact.org
http://www.3ieimpact.org/en/publications/working-papers/3ie-working-paper-30/
http://www.3ieimpact.org/media/filer_public/2018/03/12/wp30-cdd.pdf
http://www.3ieimpact.org/media/filer_public/2018/03/12/cdd-brief-wp30.pdf
http://www.alnap.org/
http://chsalliance.org/news-events/news
http://devinit.org/news/
http://devinit.org/post/20182019-national-budget-estimates-mean-kenyas-poorest-households/
http://devinit.org/post/20182019-national-budget-estimates-mean-kenyas-poorest-households/
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   As Kenya prepares for the budget reading tomorrow, Development Initiatives has published a 
new report: Pro-poor analysis of Kenya’s 2018/19 budget estimates: what do the numbers tell 
us? The Kenya national budget for 2018/19 is an opportunity to understand how the 
government intends to allocate resources to its development priorities; contributing to a 
reduction in poverty and ensuring no one is left behind. If the needs of the poorest people are 
not well targeted by government resources, or if insufficient tax is raised (or raised in ways that 
penalise the poor), and if welfare support systems are under or inefficiently financed, people 
with most need are at the greatest risk of being left behind… 
 
 
EHLRA/R2HC   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.elrha.org/resource-hub/news/ 
Annual Call for Proposals 
R2HC 6TH annual CALL will be launched in June 2018 
   R2HC aims to improve health outcomes by strengthening the evidence base for public health 
interventions in humanitarian crises. 
  
 
The Sphere Project [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.sphereproject.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Professionals in Humanitarian Assistance and Protection (PHAP)  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://phap.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
:::::: 
 
Center for Global Development    [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.cgdev.org/page/press-center 
June 14, 2018 
The Tropical Forest Finance Facility 
   A proposal for a pay-for-performance mechanism to finance sustainable development goals 
and global public goods that maximizes the efficient use of public credit and builds on major 
technology breakthroughs for measuring results. 
Michele de Nevers , Kenneth Lay , Michael Wolosin and Patricia Bliss-Guest  
 
  
ODI   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.odi.org/media-hub/press-room 
Selected Press Releases & REports 
The challenge of informality: counter-terrorism, bank de-risking and financial access 
for humanitarian organisations in Somalia  
Working and discussion papers | June 2018 | Sherine El Taraboulsi-McCarthy 
   Examining the internal and external challenges to financial access for local humanitarian 
actors in Somalia. 
 
Resilience and sustainable poverty escapes in rural Kenya  
Research reports and studies | June 2018 | Lucy Scott, Robert Miller, Marta Eichsteller, Vidya 
Diwakar, Tim Njagi and Elvin Nyukuri 

http://devinit.org/post/pro-poor-analysis-kenyas-201819-budget-estimates/
http://devinit.org/post/pro-poor-analysis-kenyas-201819-budget-estimates/
http://www.elrha.org/resource-hub/news/
http://www.elrha.org/r2hc/funding/annualfundingcall/
http://www.sphereproject.org/news/
https://phap.org/
http://www.cgdev.org/page/press-center
https://www.cgdev.org/publication/tropical-forest-finance-facility
http://www.cgdev.org/expert/michele-de-nevers
https://www.odi.org/media-hub/press-room
https://www.odi.org/publications/11142-challenge-informality-counter-terrorism-bank-de-risking-and-financial-access-humanitarian
https://www.odi.org/publications/11142-challenge-informality-counter-terrorism-bank-de-risking-and-financial-access-humanitarian
https://www.odi.org/publications/11141-resilience-and-sustainable-poverty-escapes-rural-kenya
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   The report investigates the resources and attributes of households that enable them to 
escape poverty sustainably. 
 
Sustaining escapes in rural Kenya  
Briefing papers | June 2018 | Andrew Shepherd, Lucy Scott, Tim Njagi and Robert Miller 
   This brief focuses on the interventions and approaches in Kenya that aim to enable poor 
households to escape poverty and stay out of it. 
 
Sustaining poverty escapes in Nepal  
Briefing papers | June 2018 | Vidya Diwakar and Anita Ghimire 
   This brief draws on results of mixed methods research in Nepal to offer policy and 
programming implications for sustained poverty reduction. 
 
Resilience and sustainable poverty escapes in Nepal  
Research reports and studies | June 2018 | Vidya Diwakar 
   The focus of this report is on why, in Nepal, some households escape from and remain out of 
poverty, and some don't. 
 
 
Urban Institute   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.urban.org/publications 
June 14, 2018 
Public Funding for Job Training at the State and Local Level: An Examination of 
Massachusetts, Texas, and Washington  
To provide a more complete picture of federal, state, and local job training investments, this 
report describes public expenditures for three states—Massachusetts, Texas, and Washington—
and five cities—Austin, Boston, Houston, Seattle, and Worcester. Compared with the federally-
funded Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, state and local investments in workforce 
training and related services is substantial, in some cases  
Kelly S. Mikelson, Ian Hecker 
Research Report 
  
The ACA Remains Critical for Insurance Coverage and Health Funding, Even without 
the Individual Mandate  
Enacted in 2017, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act eliminated the individual mandate penalties of the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA). Now, a case before the US District Court for the Northern District of 
Texas about the individual mandate could open the door to ending the ACA. Our analysis shows 
that if the entire law were eliminated, the number of uninsured people would increase by 17.1 
million, or 50 percent, in 2019; this estimate  
John Holahan, Linda J. Blumberg, Matthew Buettgens 
June 14, 2018 
Brief 
  
Helping Workers during Recessions  
When a recession hits, the federal government usually responds with tax cuts and additional 
financial assistance, because automatic policies built into the law often prove inadequate and 
elected officials need and want to respond to the crisis. This brief compares the distributional 
and stimulus impacts of five fiscal policies aimed specifically at workers: Unemployment 
Insurance, the Making Work Pay (MWP) tax credit in effect  
C. Eugene Steuerle, Caleb Quakenbush, Elaine Maag, Philip Stallworth 
June 14, 2018 
Brief 

https://www.odi.org/publications/11140-sustaining-escapes-rural-kenya
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Housing Insights: Bringing Open Data to Affordable Housing Decisionmakers  
The Coalition for Nonprofit Housing and Economic Development, the DC Department of Housing 
and Community Development, and Urban–Greater DC partnered with Code for DC to develop 
Housing Insights, an open-source tool that uses data and technology to help government and 
community development staff make better investments in affordable housing. The tool compiles 
key data sources to help stakeholders identify properties that  
Olivia Arena, Kathryn L.S. Pettit 
June 11, 2018 
Brief 
  
Harnessing Civic Tech & Data for Justice in St. Louis  
CivTech St. Louis began as a partnership between Rise and the St. Louis Economic 
Development Partnership; GlobalHack; and LaunchCode. The CivTech St. Louis team recognized 
that data and technology could bridge the information gap and prevent people from going to 
jail for nonviolent, mostly traffic, offenses. The result was YourSTLCourts, an open-source 
website and text tool that pulls real-time data on tickets from most St.  
Olivia Arena, Kathryn L.S. Pettit 
June 11, 2018 
Brief 
  
Using Data & Technology to Link Boston Youth to Jobs  
In Boston, the Metropolitan Area Planning Council and the city’s Division of Youth Engagement 
and Employment came together to redesign key program elements for the city’s youth 
employment program, including the application interface, how youth are assigned to jobs, and 
how the agency communicates with applicants. They were assisted by the Department of 
Innovation and Technology, Code for Boston, and MIT education  
Olivia Arena, Kathryn L.S. Pettit 
June 11, 2018 
Brief 
  
 
World Economic Forum    [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://agenda.weforum.org/news/ 
Published  14 Jun 2018 
Sustainable Development Impact Summit to Accelerate Action on Environment, 
Humanitarian Affairs and Poverty 
 
· Over 700 leaders take part in the World Economic Forum Sustainable Development Impact 
Summit 2018 in New York on 24-25 September 
· They come from over 70 countries and represent a range of sectors including business, 
government, academia, civil society and media 
· The meeting will focus on building sustainability markets, mobilizing development finance, 
environmental sustainability and harnessing science and technology  
 
 

*                      *                       *                        * 
 
 

:: Foundation/Major Donor Watch 
We will primarily monitor press/media releases announcing key initiatives and new research 
from a growing number of global foundations and donors engaged in the human rights, 
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humanitarian response and development spheres of action. This Watch section is not intended 
to be exhaustive, but indicative.  
 
 

Paul G. Allen Frontiers Group    [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.alleninstitute.org/what-we-do/frontiers-group/news-press/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
BMGF - Gates Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Annie E. Casey Foundation   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.aecf.org/newsroom/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Blue Meridian Partners [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.emcf.org/capital-aggregation/blue-meridian-partners/ 
Blue Meridian Partners is a new capital aggregation collaboration that plans to invest at least $1 
billion in high-performance nonprofits that are poised to have truly national impact for 
economically disadvantaged children and youth.  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Clinton Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/press-releases-and-statements 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Co Impact   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
www.co-impact.io 
Co-Impact is a global philanthropic collaborative for systems change focused on improving the 
lives of millions of people around the world. 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Ford Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.fordfoundation.org/?filter=News 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
GHIT Fund   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.ghitfund.org/newsroom/press 
GHIT was set up in 2012 with the aim of developing new tools to tackle infectious diseases that 
devastate the world’s poorest people. Other funders include six Japanese pharmaceutical  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 

Grameen Foundation    [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.grameenfoundation.org/news-events/press-room 

https://www.alleninstitute.org/what-we-do/frontiers-group/news-press/news/
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http://www.grameenfoundation.org/news-events/press-room
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No new digest content identified. 
 
 
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://hewlett.org/latest-updates/ 
June 14, 2018  
Q&A with Marina Kaljurand on the future of cyberspace   
    Marina Kaljurand chairs the Global Commission on the Stability of Cyberspace (GCSC), a 
group of experts from around the world working on issues related to international cybersecurity. 
During a long diplomatic career in her native Estonia, she served as the country’s ambassador 
to the United States, Mexico, Canada, Russia, Kazakhstan, and Israel, and finally as…  
By  Monica M. Ruiz  
 
 
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.hiltonfoundation.org/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
IKEA Foundation    [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.ikeafoundation.org/category/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
HHMI - Howard Hughes Medical Institute    [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.hhmi.org/news 
Research   Jun 13 2018  
Fast-acting Cholera Vaccine Could Curb Outbreaks  
   A weakened version of the bacteria that causes cholera provides quick protection to rabbits. 
The vaccine may one day stop outbreaks of the deadly intestinal disease. 
 
 
Kaiser Family Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.kff.org/ 
June 14, 2018   News Release  
KFF/EHF Poll: Texans’ Top State Health Priorities Include Lowering Out-of-
Pocket Costs and Reducing Maternal Mortality 
  Most Texans Don’t Know their State has the Nation’s Highest Uninsured Rate Texans’ top 
health care priorities for the state revolve around making health care and prescription drugs 
more affordable, reducing maternal mortality and increasing access to health insurance 
coverage, finds a new statewide Kaiser Family Foundation/Episcopal Health Foundation survey… 
 
June 13, 2018   News Release  
Walgreens and Greater Than AIDS Join with Health Departments and Local 
Organizations to Help Provide Free HIV Testing in More Than 180 Cities for National 
HIV Testing Day on June 27  
   DEERFIELD, Ill., June 13, 2018 – Walgreens and Greater Than AIDS, a leading national public 
information response to the domestic HIV/AIDS epidemic, are working with 220 health 
departments, AIDS service organizations, and other community organizations to help provide 
free HIV testing and information at participating Walgreens stores in more than… 
 
June 12, 2018   News Release  
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https://www.kff.org/hivaids/press-release/walgreens-and-greater-than-aids-join-with-health-departments-and-local-organizations-to-help-provide-free-hiv-testing-in-more-than-180-cities-for-national-hiv-testing-day-on-june-27/
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Only Six Percent of Adult Medicaid Enrollees Targeted by States’ New 
Work Requirements Are Not Already Working and Are Unlikely to Qualify for 
an Exemption 
   Among enrollees targeted in the push for work requirements for “able-bodied adults” in 
Medicaid, only 6 percent are not already working and unlikely to qualify for an exemption, 
according to an analysis from the Kaiser Family Foundation. Nationally, more than 6 in 10 
nonelderly adults in Medicaid who do not… 
 
 
Aga Khan Foundation   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.akdn.org/our-agencies/aga-khan-foundation 
9 June 2018 
The First Microfinance Bank, Afghanistan launches loan product for Afghan 
Returnees 
   Kabul, Afghanistan - The First MicroFinance Bank, Afghanistan (FMFB-A) today announced the 
launch of Awdat, a new loan product designed for vulnerable Afghan returnees who may not be 
able to avail loans from local banks due to their unique risk profile and vulnerable 
socioeconomic condition. 
   Six million Afghan refugees were hosted in Pakistan and Iran, making Afghanistan one of the 
largest refugee-producing countries in the world.  Afghans currently make up the second largest 
refugee group after Syrians.  The majority of Afghan refugees (95%) are located in Pakistan 
and Iran. 
   Awdat is the first loan of its kind in the country.  It is tailored exclusively for Afghan returnees 
who, after a period of immigration to Iran and/or Pakistan, have returned to their homeland 
during the last 1-5 years.  Softened collateral requirements, low interest rates and flexible 
repayment tenures will provide ex-refugees access to finance for the purpose of setting up or 
expanding income-generating activities… 
 
 
Kellogg Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.wkkf.org/news-and-media#pp=10&p=1&f1=news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
MacArthur Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.macfound.org/ 
June 15, 2018 - Evaluations 
A Monitoring, Evaluation & Learning Framework for the Partnership to Strengthen 
Innovation and Practice in Secondary Education (PSIPSE) 
   This evaluation identifies existing literature in the secondary education sector and builds a 
framework for learning that spans the entire PSIPSE portfolio.   
 
June 14, 2018 - Grantee Research 
Newsrooms Increasingly Leveraging Platforms Such as Facebook, Google 
   Journalism has played a critical role in pushing for accountability into the practices of 
companies such as Facebook, Google, and Twitter, yet newsrooms are increasingly leveraging 
such platforms as they seek out a sustainable future, according to a report by the Tow Center 
for Digital Journalism.  
 
June 13, 2018 - Grantee Research 
Impact Investment Marketplace Growing, Becoming More Diverse 
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   The impact investing marketplace is growing and more diverse with allocations across a wide 
range of geographies, sectors, asset classes, and stages of businesses, according to a report by 
The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN). 
 
 
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.moore.org/ 
June 12, 2018  
Applying enterprise risk management to environmental, social and governance-
related risks 
   …Through our Conservation and Financial Markets Initiative, we are supporting groups like 
the World Business Council for Sustainable Development in their work to support companies 
who seek more and better information to evaluate their risk exposure. While many companies 
recognize that environmental, social and governance risks loom large, there has been no 
standard, universally accepted way for business to identify, understand and manage this type of 
risk… 
 
 
Open Society Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/issues/media-information 
Voices  
The EU’s New Privacy Rules Are Only a First Step 
June 12, 2018   Vera Franz 
   While the new rules governing how large tech companies use people’s data are a step in the 
right direction, more must be done in order to rein in the excesses of “surveillance capitalism.” 
 
 
David and Lucile Packard Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.packard.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Pew Charitable Trusts  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/news-room 
Press Releases & Statements 
June 14, 2018 
Pew Awards Fellowships to Promising Latin American Scientists 
 
Pew Selects 22 Scientists to Investigate Fundamental Biomedical Questions 
 
New Pew-Stewart Scholars to Pursue Innovative Cancer Research 
 
Pew Selects 22 Scientists to Investigate Fundamental Biomedical Questions 
 
 
Rockefeller Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/news-media/ 
June 12, 2018  
Rockefeller, Kresge Partner to Support New U.S. Community Development 
Initiatives Through Open Call   
   NEW YORK, June 12, 2018 – The Rockefeller Foundation and The Kresge Foundation today 
announced a request for letters of inquiry (LOIs) for fund managers… 

https://www.moore.org/
https://www.moore.org/article-detail?newsUrlName=applying-enterprise-risk-management-to-environmental-social-and-governance-related-risks
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https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/issues/media-information
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https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/news-media/
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/news-media/rockefeller-kresge-partner-support-new-u-s-community-development-initiatives-open-call/
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/news-media/rockefeller-kresge-partner-support-new-u-s-community-development-initiatives-open-call/
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Robert Wood Johnson Foundation  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.rwjf.org/en/about-rwjf/newsroom/news-releases.html 
June 12, 2018  Report  
Early Childhood Is Critical to Health Equity 
   Children in families with limited economic resources often face multiple physical and 
psychosocial hardships in early childhood that can dramatically damage their health, with 
lifelong consequences. 
 
 
Science Philanthropy Alliance   [to 16 Jun 2018] 
http://www.sciencephilanthropyalliance.org/what-we-do/news/ 
“…a group of organizations working together to increase philanthropic support for basic 
scientific research on a global basis…” 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
SDG Philanthropy Platform 
http://sdgfunders.org/ 
SDG Philanthropy Platform is a collaboration between philanthropy and the greater international 
development community led by Foundation Center, United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) and Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, and supported by the Conrad N. Hilton 
Foundation, Ford Foundation and the MasterCard Foundation, the Brach Family Foundation, and 
other key organizations such as Asociación de Fundaciones Empresariales (AFE) in Colombia, 
Brach Family Charitable Foundation, CAF America, Council on Foundations, East Africa 
Association of Grantmakers (EAAG), European Foundation Centre, Filantropi Indonesia (FI), 
GlobalGiving, The Humanitarian Forum, World Congress of Muslim Philanthropists, and 
Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaker Support (WINGS). 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
https://sloan.org/about/press  
[Undated] 
Nation’s Largest, Most Comprehensive Indoor Chemistry Study Now Underway  
HOMEChem field experiment seeks to understand how daily activities impact the home 
environment  
   (Austin, Texas) In the United States, as well as in most of the developed world, people spend 
about 90 percent of their time indoors. In homes, workplaces, schools and every indoor 
environment, we are impacted by the air we breathe and the surfaces we touch, as well as by 
the constantly changing influence of the indoor environment around us. A new, unique study 
will analyze these chemical interactions with the tools used for studying outdoor air pollution 
with the hope of learning what role they may play in human health.  
   “HOMEChem is a deep, multifaceted field study into how indoor chemical compounds may 
interact and transform throughout a normal day of activities like cooking, cleaning and even 
during family gatherings” says Marina Vance, PhD, principal investigator, assistant professor, 
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Environmental Engineering Program, University of 
Colorado Boulder. “We expect to answer important scientific questions on the chemistry of 
indoor environments in a real-world experimental setting.”  

http://www.rwjf.org/en/about-rwjf/newsroom/news-releases.html
https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/research/2018/05/early-childhood-is-critical-to-health-equity.html
http://www.sciencephilanthropyalliance.org/what-we-do/news/
http://sdgfunders.org/
https://sloan.org/about/press
https://sloan.org/storage/app/media/programs/science/CIE/HOMEChem-NR-FINAL.pdf
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  The month-long project, called HOMEChem (House Observations of Microbial and 
Environmental Chemistry), incorporates measurements from more than 15 research groups 
from 13 universities. Experiments are taking place inside the University of Texas’ one-of-a-kind 
UTest House facility...  
 
 
Wellcome Trust  [to 16 Jun 2018] 
https://wellcome.ac.uk/news 
Published: 14 June 2018  
How to make sense of the body's billions of cells 
   An ambitious international project is attempting to create a 'Google map' of the human body 
by making three-dimensional maps of every human cell. It could transform our understanding 
of many diseases and how to treat them. 
 
Published: 12 June 2018  
Contagious Cities: people and pathogens, microbes and migration 
   On the centenary of the 1918 flu pandemic, Wellcome is exploring the relationship between 
cities and infections through Contagious Cities, an international cultural collaboration. 
Michael Regnier, a science writer at Wellcome who has written about urbanisation and health 
(opens in a new tab), considers why cities are hotspots for contagions – and sources of 
solutions. 

 
 
*                       *                       *                        * 
 

:: Journal Watch 
The Sentinel will track key peer-reviewed journals which address a broad range of interests in 
human rights, humanitarian response, health and development. It is not intended to be 
exhaustive. We will add to those monitored below as we encounter relevant content and upon 
recommendation from readers. We selectively provide full text of abstracts and other content 
but note that successful access to some of the articles and other content may require 
subscription or other access arrangement unique to the publisher. Please suggest additional 
journals you feel warrant coverage. 
 
 
American Journal of Infection Control 
June 2018 Volume 46, Issue 6, p601-732, e31-e42  
http://www.ajicjournal.org/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
American Journal of Preventive Medicine 
June 2018 Volume 54, Issue 6, p727-848  
http://www.ajpmonline.org/current  
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
American Journal of Public Health 
June 2018  108(6) 
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/toc/ajph/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 

https://wellcome.ac.uk/news
https://wellcome.ac.uk/news/how-make-sense-bodys-billions-cells
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https://mosaicscience.com/story/india-urban-future/
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American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 
Volume 98, Issue 6, 2018  
http://www.ajtmh.org/content/journals/14761645/98/6 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Annals of Internal Medicine 
5 June 2018 Vol: 168, Issue 11  
http://annals.org/aim/issue 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
BMC Cost Effectiveness and Resource Allocation 
http://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/ 
(Accessed 16 Jun 2018) 
Review 
14 June 2018  
Primary and secondary prevention interventions for cardiovascular disease in low-
income and middle-income countries: a systematic review of economic evaluations  
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of deaths globally, with greatest premature 
mortality in the low- and middle-income countries (LMIC). Many of these countries, especially in 
sub-Saharan Africa, have significant budget constraints. The need for current evidence on which 
interventions offer good value for money to stem this CVD epidemic motivates this study. 
Authors: Leopold Ndemnge Aminde, Noah Fongwen Takah, Belen Zapata-Diomedi and J. 
Lennert Veerman 
 
 
BMJ Global Health 
May 2018 - Volume 3 - 3 
http://gh.bmj.com/content/3/3 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
BMC Health Services Research 
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmchealthservres/content 
(Accessed 16 Jun 2018) 
Research article 
HIV-related stigma among people living with HIV/AIDS in rural Central China  
HIV-related stigma among people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) has been associated with 
many negative consequences, including poor adherence to therapy and undue psychological 
stress. However, the relative influ...  
Authors: Zhen Li, Jamie P. Morano, Kaveh Khoshnood, Evelyn Hsieh and Yu Sheng 
Citation: BMC Health Services Research 2018 18:453  
Published on: 15 June 201 
 
Research article 
Factors that impact access to ongoing health care for First Nation children with a 
chronic condition  
Access to multidisciplinary health care services for First Nation children with a chronic condition 
is critical for the child’s health and well-being, but disparities and inequality in health care 
systems have...  

http://www.ajtmh.org/content/journals/14761645/98/6
http://annals.org/aim/issue
http://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/
https://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12962-018-0108-9
https://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12962-018-0108-9
http://gh.bmj.com/content/3/3
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmchealthservres/content
https://bmchealthservres.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12913-018-3245-0
https://bmchealthservres.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12913-018-3263-y
https://bmchealthservres.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12913-018-3263-y
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Authors: Julieann Coombes, Kate Hunter, Tamara Mackean, Andrew J. A. Holland, Elizabeth 
Sullivan and Rebecca Ivers 
Citation: BMC Health Services Research 2018 18:448  
Published on: 14 June 2018 
 
 
BMC Infectious Diseases  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcinfectdis/content 
(Accessed 16 Jun 2018) 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
BMC Medical Ethics  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmedethics/content 
(Accessed 16 Jun 2018)  
Research 
Right to health and social justice in Bangladesh: ethical dilemmas and obligations of 
state and non-state actors to ensure health for urban poor  
The world is urbanizing rapidly; more than half the world’s population now lives in urban areas, 
leading to significant transition in lifestyles and social behaviours globally. While offering many 
advantages, ...  
Authors: Sohana Shafique, Dipika S. Bhattacharyya, Iqbal Anwar and Alayne Adams 
Citation: BMC Medical Ethics 2018 19(Suppl 1):46  
Published on: 15 June 2018 
 
Research 
Differences and structural weaknesses of institutional mechanisms for health 
research ethics: Burkina Faso, Palestine, Peru, and Democratic Republic of the 
Congo  
Regardless of national contexts, the institutions responsible for research ethics, founded on 
international regulations, are all expected to be structured and to operate in a common way. 
Our experience with several countries on different continents, however, has raised questions in 
this regard. This article examines the differences and structural weaknesses of ethics 
committees in four countries (Burkina Faso, Palestine, Peru, and the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo) where we have conducted the same socio-anthropological study in the field of 
reproductive health. 
Authors: N’koué Emmanuel Sambiéni 
Citation: BMC Medical Ethics 2018 19(Suppl 1):47  
Published on: 15 June 2018 
 
Research 
Ethics beyond ethics: the need for virtuous researchers  
Research ethics boards (REBs) exist for good reason. By setting rules of ethical behaviour, REBs 
can help mitigate the risk of researchers causing harm to their research participants. However, 
the current meth...  
Authors: Mark Daku 
Citation: BMC Medical Ethics 2018 19(Suppl 1):42  
Published on: 15 June 2018 
 
 
BMC Medicine 
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmed/content 

http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcinfectdis/content
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmedethics/content
https://bmcmedethics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12910-018-0285-2
https://bmcmedethics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12910-018-0285-2
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(Accessed 16 Jun 2018)  
Debate 
Innovative health financing for refugees  
More than 65 million persons are currently forcibly displaced, of whom more than 22 million are 
refugees. Conflicts are increasing, and existing ones are becoming more protracted; a refugee 
remains a refugee for more than 10 years. Funding for refugee assistance comes primarily from 
high-income countries after an emergency has occurred. The United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees spent approximately 12% of its budget on health, nutrition, food security, water, 
and sanitation in 2016. The current modalities used to fund refugee emergencies are not 
sustainable and will worsen as health needs increase and health services become more 
expensive, particularly in middle-income countries….We propose the exploration of a Refugee 
Health Financing Model, or FinRef, for the acute phase of an emergency, and different forms of 
health insurance as well as pay-for-performance modalities in protracted settings. Such 
innovations will require traditional and non-traditional partners to work together to trial different 
financial schemes. Donors and investors need to be prepared to experiment and accept failure 
of some models in certain contexts. Ultimately, different innovative financing models will be 
able to provide more sustainable and effective health services to refugees and their host 
populations in the near future. 
Authors: Paul Spiegel, Rebecca Chanis and Antonio Trujillo 
Citation: BMC Medicine 2018 16:90  
Published on: 15 June 2018 
 
Research article 
Perinatal health outcomes and care among asylum seekers and refugees: a 
systematic review of systematic reviews  
Global migration is at an all-time high with implications for perinatal health. Migrant women, 
especially asylum seekers and refugees, represent a particularly vulnerable group. 
Understanding the impact on the...  
Authors: Nicola Heslehurst, Heather Brown, Augustina Pemu, Hayley Coleman and Judith 
Rankin 
Citation: BMC Medicine 2018 16:89  
Published on: 12 June 2018 
 
 
BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth 
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcpregnancychildbirth/content 
(Accessed 16 Jun 2018) 
Research article 
The role of timely initiation of antenatal care on protective dose tetanus toxoid 
immunization: the case of northern Ethiopia post natal mothers  
Globally, tetanus toxoid protective dose immunization of the mothers is one of the strategies of 
maternal and neonatal tetanus prevention. Ethiopia has planned the national tetanus protection 
at birth coverage...  
Authors: Muhabaw Shumye Mihret, Miteku Andualem Limenih and Temesgen Worku Gudayu 
Citation: BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth 2018 18:235  
Published on: 15 June 2018 
 
 
BMC Public Health 
http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles 
(Accessed 16 Jun 2018) 
Research article 
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Sub-national variation in measles vaccine coverage and outbreak risk: a case study 
from a 2010 outbreak in Malawi  
Despite progress towards increasing global vaccination coverage, measles continues to be one 
of the leading, preventable causes of death among children worldwide. Whether and how to 
target sub-national areas f...  
Authors: Avery Kundrick, Zhuojie Huang, Spencer Carran, Matthew Kagoli, Rebecca Freeman 
Grais, Northan Hurtado and Matthew Ferrari 
Citation: BMC Public Health 2018 18:741  
Published on: 15 June 2018 
 
 
BMC Research Notes  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcresnotes/content 
(Accessed 16 Jun 2018) 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
BMJ Open 
June 2018 - Volume 8 - 6 
http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Bulletin of the World Health Organization  
Volume 96, Number 6, June 2018, 369-440 
http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/96/6/en/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Child Care, Health and Development  
Volume 44, Issue 3  Pages: 343-506  May 2018 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/13652214/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Clinical Therapeutics 
June 2018 Volume 40, Issue 6, p813-1048  
http://www.clinicaltherapeutics.com/current 

[New issue; No digest content identified] 
 
 
Clinical Trials 
Volume: 15, Number: 3 (June 2018)  
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/ctja/15/3 
Editorial 
Expedited approval programs at the Food and Drug Administration 
Colin B Begg, Susan S Ellenberg 
First Published June 5, 2018; pp. 217–218 
 
Perspective 
The US Food and Drug Administration’s expedited approval programs: Evidentiary 
standards, regulatory trade-offs, and potential improvements 

https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-018-5628-x
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Joshua D Wallach, Joseph S Ross, Huseyin Naci 
First Published June 5, 2018; pp. 219–229 
Preview 
The US Food and Drug Administration has several regulatory programs and pathways to 
expedite the development and approval of therapeutic agents aimed at treating serious or life-
debilitating conditions. A common feature of these programs is the regulatory flexibility, which 
allows for a customized approval approach that enables market authorization on the basis of 
less rigorous evidence, in exchange for requiring postmarket evidence generation. An increasing 
share of therapeutic agents approved by the Food and Drug Administration in recent years are 
associated with expedited programs. In this article, we provide an overview of the evidentiary 
standards required by the Food and Drug Administration’s expedited development and review 
programs, summarize the findings of the recent academic literature demonstrating some of the 
limitations of these programs, and outline potential opportunities to address these limitations. 
Recent evidence suggests that therapeutic agents in the Food and Drug Administration’s 
expedited programs are approved on the basis of fewer and smaller studies that may lack 
comparator groups and random allocation, and rather than focusing on clinical outcomes for 
study endpoints, rely instead on surrogate markers of disease. Once on the market, agents 
receiving expedited approvals are often quickly incorporated into clinical practice, and evidence 
generated in the postmarket period may not necessarily address the evidentiary limitations at 
the time of market entry. Furthermore, not all pathways require additional postmarket studies. 
Evidence suggests that drugs in expedited approval programs are associated with a greater 
likelihood that the Food and Drug Administration will take a safety action following market 
entry. There are several opportunities to improve the timeliness, information value, and validity 
of the pre- and postmarket studies of therapeutic agents receiving expedited approvals. When 
use of nonrandomized and uncontrolled studies cannot be avoided prior to market entry, 
randomized trials should be mandatory in the postmarket period, unless there are strong 
justifications for not carrying out such studies. In the premarket period, validity of the surrogate 
markers can be improved by more rigorously evaluating their correlation with patient-relevant 
clinical outcomes. Opportunities to reduce the duration, complexity, and cost of postmarket 
randomized trials should not compromise their validity and instead incorporate pragmatic “real-
world” design elements. Despite recent enthusiasm for widely using real-world evidence, 
adaptive designs, and pragmatic trials in the regulatory setting, caution is warranted until large-
scale empirical evaluations demonstrate their validity compared to more traditional trial designs. 
 
Commentaries 
Expediting drug development for serious illness: Trade-offs between patient access 
and certainty 
Janet Woodcock 
First Published June 5, 2018; pp. 230–234 
 
Expedited and facilitated drug evaluations and evidence of benefit and risk: The cup 
is half-full 
Robert M Califf 
First Published June 5, 2018; pp. 235–239 
 
Access versus evidence: The regulators’ dilemma 
Richard L Schilsky 
First Published June 5, 2018; pp. 240–242 
 
Rejoinder 
The US Food and Drug Administration’s expedited approval programs: Addressing 
premarket flexibility with enhanced postmarket evidence generation 
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Joshua D Wallach, Joseph S Ross, Huseyin Naci 
First Published June 5, 2018; pp. 243–246 
 
 
Conflict and Health 
http://www.conflictandhealth.com/  
[Accessed 16 Jun 2018] 
Meeting report 
  |   15 June 2018  
Setting priorities for humanitarian water, sanitation and hygiene research: a 
meeting report  
Authors: Lauren D’Mello-Guyett, Travis Yates, Andy Bastable, Maysoon Dahab, Claudio Deola, 
Caetano Dorea, Robert Dreibelbis, Timothy Grieve, Thomas Handzel, Anne Harmer, Daniele 
Lantagne, Peter Maes, Melissa Opryszko, Sarah Palmer-Felgate, Brian Reed, Rafael Van Den 
Bergh, Dominique Porteaud and Oliver Cumming 
Abstract 
Recent systematic reviews have highlighted a paucity of rigorous evidence to guide water, 
sanitation and hygiene (WASH) interventions in humanitarian crises. In June 2017, the 
Research for Health in Humanitarian Crises (R2HC) programme of Elrha, convened a meeting of 
representatives from international response agencies, research institutions and donor 
organisations active in the field of humanitarian WASH to identify research priorities, discuss 
challenges conducting research and to establish next steps. Topics including cholera 
transmission, menstrual hygiene management, and acute undernutrition were identified as 
research priorities. Several international response agencies have existing research programmes; 
however, a more cohesive and coordinated effort in the WASH sector would likely advance this 
field of research. This report shares the conclusions of that meeting and proposes a research 
agenda with the aim of strengthening humanitarian WASH policy and practice. 
 
 
Contemporary Clinical Trials 
Volume 70  Pages 1-138 (July 2018) 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/contemporary-clinical-trials/vol/70/suppl/C 

[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Current Opinion in Infectious Diseases 
June 2018 - Volume 31 - Issue 3  
http://journals.lww.com/co-infectiousdiseases/pages/currenttoc.aspx 

[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Developing World Bioethics 
Volume 18, Issue 2   Pages: 65-203  June 2018 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/14718847/current 

[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Development in Practice  
Volume 28, Issue 4, 2018 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cdip20/current 

[Reviewed earlier] 
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Development Policy Review 
Volume 36, Issue 4   Pages: i-iv, 387, 389-523  July 2018 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/14677679/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Disability and Rehabilitation: Assistive Technology 
Volume 13, Issue 4, 2018 
http://informahealthcare.com/toc/idt/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Disaster Medicine and Public Health Preparedness  
Volume 12 - Issue 2 - April 2018  
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/disaster-medicine-and-public-health-
preparedness/latest-issue 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Disasters 
Volume 42, Issue 3  Pages: 405-612  July 2018 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/14677717/current 
Papers 
Social capital's role in recovery: evidence from communities affected by the 2010 
Pakistan floods  
Muhammad Siddique Akbar PhD, Daniel P. Aldrich 
Pages: 475-497 
First Published: 13 November 2017 
 
Citizen participation in disaster recovery projects and programmes in rural 
communities: a comparison of the Haiti earthquake and Hurricane Katrina  
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   This Viewpoint discusses the possible harms of controversial state-mandated work 
requirements for Medicaid beneficiaries and proposes safeguards the Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services might put in place to minimize health risks to patients 
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ABSTRACT 
Background: Challenges in the clinical and research consent process indicate the need to 
develop tailored, supportive interventions for all individuals, especially those with limited 
decisional capacity. We developed a tool to enhance shared decision making and the decisional 
capacity for individuals with fragile X syndrome engaged in the informed consent process for a 
clinical trial. Objective: We describe the design and development process of a tablet-based 
decision support tool. Methods: Our development process for the decision support tool 
employed a user-centered, feature-driven design approach. We began with an environmental 
scan to catalog relevant mobile apps, and we conducted interviews with people with a diagnosis 
of fragile X syndrome and clinicians at fragile X syndrome clinics. To develop content for the 
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form and rewrote it using plain-language principles. Results: We used iterative testing to 
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controlled trial was then conducted to compare the efficacy of the decision support tool with a 
standard verbal presentation of material that mimicked typical informed consent practice. 
Conclusions: The informed consent process is primed to leverage digital health resources that 
promote increased understanding and engagement of research participants in the consent and 
research process. The process and experiences we describe may provide a model for other 
digital health design and development initiatives seeking to create more interactive and 
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Volume 558 Issue 7709, 14 June 2018 
http://www.nature.com/nature/current_issue.html 
Editorial | 13 June 2018  
Reform the Antarctic Treaty  
   Political protection for the planet’s last great wilderness is no longer fit for purpose. Make its 
governance democratic: scrap the veto that lets individual interests rule. 
 
Editorial | 12 June 2018  
China sets a strong example on how to address scientific fraud  
   New measures introduce what could be the world’s strongest disincentive for misconduct so 
far. 
 
World View | 13 June 2018  
Polar collaborations are key to successful policies  
   Expand the remit of the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research to coordinate the influx of 
infrastructure, says its president, Steven L. Chown. 
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https://link.springer.com/journal/40273/36/6/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
PLOS Currents: Disasters 
http://currents.plos.org/disasters/ 
[Accessed 16 Jun 2018] 
Research Article  
The Flood-Related Behaviour of River Users in Australia 
June 14, 2018 ·  
Introduction: Flooding is a common natural disaster affecting 77.8 million people and claiming 
the lives of 4,731 people globally in 2016. During times of flood, drowning is a leading cause of 
death. Flooding is a known risk factor for river drowning in Australia. With little known about 
river usage in Australia, this study aimed to examine the links between person demographics 
and self-reported participation in two flood-related behaviours, driving through floodwaters and 
swimming in a flooded river.  
Methods: A self-reported questionnaire was administered to adult river users at four high-risk 
river drowning locations; Alligator Creek, Townsville, Queensland; Murrumbidgee River, Wagga 
Wagga, New South Wales; Murray River, Albury, New South Wales; and Hawkesbury River, 
Windsor, New South Wales. Univariate and chi square analysis was undertaken with a 95% 
confidence interval (p<0.05). All river users surveyed, were also breathalysed to record an 
estimate of their blood alcohol content (BAC) on their expired breath. Results: 688 river users 
responded to the questionnaire; 676 (98.3%) answered the driving question and 674 (98.0%) 
answered the swimming in floodwaters questions. Of the respondents, 35.7% stated they had 
driven through floodwater and 18.7% had swum in a flooded river. Males were more likely 
(p<0.001) to report having undertaken both activities. Australian-born respondents were more 
likely to report having driven through floodwaters (p=0.006). Those aged 18-24 years old and 
those residing in outer regional areas were more likely (p<0.001) to have swum in a flooded 
river. Those who self-reported participating in both driving through floodwaters (p=0.001) and 
swimming in a flooded river (p<0.001) were significantly more likely to record contributory 
levels of alcohol (i.e. a BAC ≥0.05%) when breathalysed at the river.  
Discussion: Ensuring the safe movement of people during floods is difficult, particularly for 
those living in regional Australia, due in part to long distances travelled and reduced investment 
in infrastructure such as bridges. With males and females equally exposed, more effective 
prevention strategies must target both sexes and may include improved education on when it is 
safe to drive through (low depth, still water, stable road base) and when it is not (e.g. deep 
water, moving water and unstable road base). This study identified one in five respondents had 
swum in a flooded river, most commonly young people aged 18-24 years, with participants 
signficantly more likely to have recorded contributory levels of alcohol when breathalysed. 
Further research should examine the reasons behind participation in this behaviour, including 
the role of alcohol.  
Conclusion: Preventing drowning in floodwaters is an international challenge, made more 
difficult by people driving through or swimming in floodwaters. Strategies for driving through 
floodwaters should educate both males and females on when it is safe to drive through 
floodwaters and when it is not. Further research is required to improve knowledge of the poorly 
understood behaviour of swimming in flooded rivers. 
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PLoS Medicine 
http://www.plosmedicine.org/   
(Accessed 16 Jun 2018)  
Policy Forum  
The state of the antivaccine movement in the United States: A focused examination 
of nonmedical exemptions in states and counties  
Jacqueline K. Olive, Peter J. Hotez, Ashish Damania, Melissa S. Nolan  
| published 12 Jun 2018 PLOS Medicine  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002578  
Summary points 
   :: A social movement of public health vaccine opposition has been growing in the United 
States in recent years; subsequently, measles outbreaks have also increased. 
   :: Since 2009, the number of “philosophical-belief” vaccine nonmedical exemptions (NMEs) 
has risen in 12 of the 18 states that currently allow this policy: Arkansas (AR), Arizona (AZ), 
Idaho (ID), Maine (ME), Minnesota (MN), North Dakota (ND), Ohio (OH), Oklahoma (OK), 
Oregon (OR), Pennsylvania (PA), Texas (TX), and Utah (UT). 
   :: Several US “hotspot” metropolitan areas stand out for their very large numbers of NMEs. 
They include Seattle, WA, Spokane, WA, and Portland, OR in the Northwest; Phoenix, AZ, Salt 
Lake City, UT, Provo, UT, Houston, TX, Fort Worth, TX, Plano, TX, and Austin, TX in the 
Southwest; Troy, MI, Warren, MI, Detroit, MI, and Kansas City, MO in the Midwest; and 
Pittsburgh, PA in the Northeast. Additional smaller counties—especially in ID, WI, and UT—also 
stand out for their high exemption rates. 
   :: We analyzed the relationship between NME rates and actual vaccine coverage, and found 
an inverse association between NME rate and measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine 
coverage of kindergarteners in these states (P = 0.03 by Spearman correlation), indicating that 
states with higher overall NME rates do in fact have lower MMR vaccine coverage (P = 0.007 by 
beta regression). 
   :: Our findings indicate that new foci of antivaccine activities are being established in major 
metropolitan areas, rendering select cities vulnerable for vaccination-preventable diseases. As 
noted by the recent experience in Anaheim, California, low vaccination rates resulted in a 
measles outbreak. In contrast, state closure of NMEs has resulted in an increase of MMR 
coverage. 
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Research Article  
Risk perception and the influence on uptake and use of biomedical prevention 
interventions for HIV in sub-Saharan Africa: A systematic literature review  
Emily A. Warren, Pauline Paterson, William S. Schulz, Shelley Lees, Robyn Eakle, Jonathan 
Stadler, Heidi J. Larson  
| published 14 Jun 2018 PLOS ONE  
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Inventory slack routing application in emergency logistics and relief distributions  
Xianfeng Yang, Wei Hao, Yang Lu  
Research Article | published 14 Jun 2018 PLOS ONE  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198443  
 
Impact of a massive earthquake on adherence to antiretroviral therapy, mental 
health, and treatment failure among people living with HIV in Nepal  
Bharat Singh Negi, Sunil Kumar Joshi, Minato Nakazawa, Tomohiro Kotaki, Anup Bastola, 
Masanori Kameoka  
Research Article | published 11 Jun 2018 PLOS ONE  
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Open Access 
Payments for environmental services supported social capital while increasing land 
management  
Jennifer M. Alix-Garcia, Katharine R. E. Sims, Victor H. Orozco-Olvera, Laura E. Costica, Jorge 
David Fernández Medina, and Sofía Romo Monroy 
PNAS June 14, 2018. 201720873; published ahead of print June 14, 2018. 
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1720873115  
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Science  
15 June 2018   Vol 360, Issue 6394 
http://www.sciencemag.org/current.dtl 
Editorial 
HIV—No time for complacency 
By Quarraisha Abdool Karim, Salim S. Abdool Karim 
Science15 Jun 2018 : 1153 
Summary 
   Today, the global HIV epidemic is widely viewed as triumph over tragedy. This stands in stark 
contrast to the first two decades of the epidemic, when AIDS was synonymous with suffering 
and death. But have we turned the tide on HIV sufficiently to warrant directing our attention 
and investments elsewhere? 
 
In Depth 
Report details persistent hostility to women in science 
By Meredith Wadman 
Science15 Jun 2018 : 1159 Restricted Access 
   National Academies study urges cultural change to curb multiple kinds of sexual harassment. 
 
Policy Forum 
Preparing ocean governance for species on the move 
By Malin L. Pinsky, Gabriel Reygondeau, Richard Caddell, Juliano Palacios-Abrantes, Jessica 
Spijkers, William W. L. Cheung 
Science15 Jun 2018 : 1189-1191 Restricted Access 
   Policy must anticipate conflict over geographic shifts 
 
Reports 
The influence of human disturbance on wildlife nocturnality 
By Kaitlyn M. Gaynor, Cheryl E. Hojnowski, Neil H. Carter, Justin S. Brashares 
Science15 Jun 2018 : 1232-1235 Restricted Access 
Human activities are pushing animals towards a more nocturnal existence. 
Nocturnal refuge 
As the human population grows, there are fewer places for animals to live out their lives 
independently of our influence. Given our mostly diurnal tendencies, one domain that remains 
less affected by humans is the night. Gaynor et al. found that across the globe and across 
mammalian species—from deer to coyotes and from tigers to wild boar—animals are becoming 
more nocturnal (see the Perspective by Benítez-López). Human activities of all kinds, including 
nonlethal pastimes such as hiking, seem to drive animals to make use of hours when we are not 
around. Such changes may provide some relief, but they may also have ecosystem-level 
consequences. 
Science, this issue p. 1232; see also p. 1185 
Abstract 
Rapid expansion of human activity has driven well-documented shifts in the spatial distribution 
of wildlife, but the cumulative effect of human disturbance on the temporal dynamics of animals 
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has not been quantified. We examined anthropogenic effects on mammal diel activity patterns, 
conducting a meta-analysis of 76 studies of 62 species from six continents. Our global study 
revealed a strong effect of humans on daily patterns of wildlife activity. Animals increased their 
nocturnality by an average factor of 1.36 in response to human disturbance. This finding was 
consistent across continents, habitats, taxa, and human activities. As the global human footprint 
expands, temporal avoidance of humans may facilitate human-wildlife coexistence. However, 
such responses can result in marked shifts away from natural patterns of activity, with 
consequences for fitness, population persistence, community interactions, and evolution. 
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   When the founder and long-time leader of an organization is replaced by someone new, it’s 
generally thought that the founder should make a complete break so that there isn’t any 
confusion about who is in control. But recent research by The Bridgespan Group suggests that 
in the nonprofit world that may not be the best approach.  
Philanthropy & Funding 
The Civic Science Imperative  
By Elizabeth Good Christopherson, Dietram A. Scheufele & Brooke Smith  
   Philanthropy has a vital role to play in building a culture of “civic science,” in which scientists 
take active roles as citizens and citizens engage with scientific research. 
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Responding to Delayed Disclosure of Sexual Assault in Health Settings: A Systematic 
Review 
Stephanie Lanthier, Janice Du Mont, Robin Mason 
First Published July 19, 2016; pp. 251–265 
 
Physical Health Consequences of Interpersonal Trauma: A Systematic Review of the 
Role of Psychological Variables 
Alicia E. López-Martínez, Elena R. Serrano-Ibáñez, Gema T. Ruiz-Párraga, Lydia Gómez-Pérez, 
Carmen Ramírez-Maestre, Rosa Esteve 
First Published July 25, 2016; pp. 305–322 
 
Polyvictimization Among Children and Adolescents in Low- and Lower-Middle-
Income Countries: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis 
Minh T. H. Le, Sara Holton, Lorena Romero, Jane Fisher 
First Published July 26, 2016; pp. 323–342 
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The Quest for Water 
   “The Quest for Water” focuses on ensuring availability and sustainable management of water 
for all. The articles explore important issues such as ecosystems in the global water cycle and 
the role of gender and social inclusion in achieving the water-related goals and targets. This 
issue of the digital magazine of the UN system “buoys” the launch of the International Decade 
for Action, “Water for Sustainable Development” 
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World Heritage and illicit trade  
   The illicit trafficking of cultural objects depletes cultures of their identity and contributes to 
lucrative unlawful trade, which helps to finance terrorism and organized crime. It is a problem 
that has been growing surreptitiously across the globe. As just one example, since 2011, 
approximately 25 per cent of Syria’s archaeological sites have been pillaged. Objects from 
conflict regions, including from Iraq, Syria, Libya, Yemen and Mali are circulating on the black 
market and are already in unscrupulous hands. 
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